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All-Time High
Enrolled, MSU
ummer School

By Herbert L. Sparrow
MOREHEAD, (UPI)—
'Bulldozers pushed an additional
two feet of earth to the top of a
temporary coffer dam today tc
prevent a spillover that could
flood hundreds of acres of farmland and the rural community
of Farmers, Ky.
Army Engineers reported at
9:30 a.m, that the rate of rise of
Says the seed cost about 50 cents
water behind the earthen darn
for ten seeds so at that rate he
had dropped to .021 of a foot per
produced about fifteen dollars
hour from a peak rise of..3 of a
worth of seed besides all the good
foot per hour, thus reducing the
eating.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
threat of an overflow. They said
Lucy Edwards of 402 Sycamore
WINS NEW CAR—Geirle Paula% left, is presenting the keys to the new Deems woe by Mrs..). water was two feet from the top
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Street, Murray, are being held
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hold back the Licking River.
summer term at Murray State
killed by hostile action in VietServing as pallbearers are University, Wilson Gantt,
About 1,000 persons living in
nam. In New York City
Gene McDougal, Webb Caldwell, registrar and dean of admissions,
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kMed 1,566.
host a swim party for children
Burial will be in the Murray summer enrollment shows 3,311
were warned of that danger
entering the fourth, fifth, and
Cemetery with the arrangements full and part-time students in
Monday night but only about 600
William E Miller who was Barry
sixth grades this fall on Friday, The Murray Police Depart- if them evacuated their homes.
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral classes at Olt university for the
Goldwater's 1964 running mate,
July 23,from ten a.m. to one pm. ment investigated three traffic Engineers feared if the dam
Home.
eight-week session, which ends
is living in Lockport, New York
Mrs. Edwards, age 93, died August 6. This is an increase of
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THIEF'S BLUNDER
Rachel McDermott, and Mrs. dergraduate students enrolled
when the Cain car stopped for a residents remained away from following Sunday, August 1.
but who does actually strive to do the local organization to discuss PITSEA, England (UPI
the deeds; who knows the great the club's plans for service ac- When a bus load of old-age car in front of her. The driver of their homes for four days until Bro. Cecil Corkren of Wayne, Vernal Mordis, all of Detroit, total 1,997, some 56 students less
Mich., will be the speaker for the Mich.; one son, Paul Edwards of then the number enrolled during
the
great tivities during the coming year. pensioners saw a man snatch the Opel told police she was the fire was extinguished
enthusiasms,
ten grand- the summer of 1970, he said.
devotions; who spends himself in There are 53 Rotary clubs in an old lady's handbag, two of unable to stop in time to avoid ft. Gov. Wendell Ford, who is services each evening at 7:30. Clarksville, Tenn.;
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are 2,675 residents of Kentucky,
high achievement,and who at the each one of them during his tour But they lost him in a crowd. Damage to the Dodge was off Midwest Governors' Conference at 10:50 a.m.
614 from out-of-state and 72 from
the rear and to the Opel on the in Sioux City, Iowa, flew into The guest speaker conducts
worst, if he fails, at least fails of office.
For half an hour the bus drove
This
countries.
Morehead early today to survey numerous meetings and is widely
foreign
while daring greatly, so that his He is one of 321 governors around looking for him. Finally front.
world
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throughout
represents a significant increase
Saturday at 6:35 p.m. a the situation.
able and successful
his
plaice shall never be with those
for
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just as they were giving up,
of 153 Kentuckians over the 2,572
Mid and timid souls who know serving as representatives of they spotted him—trying to collision occurred on South 12th The evacuated residents were work in the ministry, according
Rotary International in districts
who 'were on the campus during
Street between a 1969 Buick housed at Morehead State to Bro. Terry Walter, minister of
Neither victory nor defeat."
composed of member clubs. thumb a ride.
Electra owned by Vinson Tractor University and in the Bath the Hickory Grove Church.
James R. DeSpain, 42-year-old the summer of 1970 when 661 outTheodore Roosevelt.
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Each district governor is "He hailed
of Bro.
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the assistant principal at Paducah of-state students and 19 from
Company and driven by Betty County
and
Walter
Invited him aboard," said one Outland Vinson of 709 Chestnut Owingsville, about eight miles
of the church invite Tilghman High School, has been foreign countries were also there.
congregation
Conde Hendon has a tomato responsible for supervising the
of the passengers. His face Street, Murray, and a 1969 Im- from the dam.
Looking ahead to the univerplant that is seven feet tall. Says clubs in his area.
the public to attend the services. named the new principal of
Rotary, an international men's was a picture when he realized perial four door driven by Barber The reservoir and dam, a
Henry County High School in sity's fall enrollment, to be the
it has 36 tomatoes on it and he's
what he had walked into. When Rogers of New Smyrna, Fla
federal flood control project, was
first under the new accelerated
Paris, Tennessee.
been eating from it for some service organization, has more
be turned to run we grabbed The police report said both cars begun in 1970 and scheduled for
He succeeds John Underwood; semester schedule, Gantt said
time. Goes out every day or so than 692,500 members in some
him and sat on him until we got were going north on South 12th completion next year but a
who resigned in June to take a that a number of carefullyand gets himself a tomato. Here's 14,608 clubs in 149 countries.
to a police station."
A
seasoned
Rotarian,
Governor
position with an Illinois oil firm. considered factors indicate that a
Street. Mrs. Vinson, in the right spillway has not been built and
Carnie and his tomato plant. It's
DeSpain, who received his decline of 2 to 3 percent can be
lane, started to turn left onto there is no way to control the
by the air conditioner and gets Barrickman was elected to his
Dr. John M.Bartholorny will lx masters degree in education expected.
to
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f
level.
she
water
police
told
and
Story
plenty of moisture which might office at the Rotary convention in
ONE CITED
a guest at WDKR-TV, Channe.
Sydney, Australia, in May and
Should this be the case, it would
be the secret of his success.
One person was cited for public see the Rogers car in the left Heavy rains began falling in n, Paducah, on July 21. Dr administration from Murray
will serve until June 30, 1972.
by
report
continued
and
Thursday
area
the
the
University, will begin work be the third consecutive year in
State
drunkenness and disorderly lane, according to
invited tc
He also attended an in- conduct on Monday at 9:48 p.m. the police.
through Monday, causing the Bartholomy was
at the high school August 1, ac- which the university has externational assembly last May in by the Murray Police Depart- Damage to the Buick was an Licking River to rise rapidly discuss the Speech and Hearing cording to Kermit Kemp, county perienced a drop in its fall
on
Program
Academic
and
Clinic
Lake Placid, N.Y., at which all ment.
behind the dam.
enrollment.
school superintendent.
(Continued on Page Ten,
the Jerry Edwards show,
Rotary governors for 1971-72
Significant causes for this
baseball
head
was
DeSpain
"People, Places and Things," at
attended in-depth seminars to
coach at Tilghman from 1958 prediction, some already af12:30.
prepare them for their responuntil 1967 when he took an ad- fecting the enrollment picture
Dr. Bartholomy is the director
sibilities.
ministrative job with the and others expected to affect it,
of the Speech and Hearing Paducah Board of Education.
One of his major responGantt pointed out, are:
program and joined the Murray
sibilities during the year will be
1. The reduction in the number
of
School
University
State
to plan and hold a district conof high school graduates in
FARM
FACTS
1989.
July,
Education Faculty in
ference in which all clubs in his
A U.S. farmer produces Kentucky this year as compared
area will participate. This conenough food and fiber for 45 with previous years.
ference will be held at the WASHINGTON (UPI)—Union
2. The increasing enrollment in
Helena, Mont.
FREE PUPPIES
people — about 39 at home and
continuous negotiations.
Executive Inn in Louisville next
and management negotiators Negotiators for the railroad 13eirne said the communica- Five Collie puppies, about eight six abroad. Output of one of the community colleges in
February 11-13.
have reached tentative agree- industry and the United Trans- tions workers would strike weeks old, are free to persons for every five acres is exported. A Kentucky and surrounding
ments on contracts covering portation Union (UTU1 sche- again Aug. 19 if workers pets. For further information call decade ago he supplied the states.
3. The development of Norneeds of only 24 people.
1.25 million communications duled another bargaining ses- rejected the proposed telephone 753-2771.
Ladies Day Golf Will
thern Kentucky State College as
and postal workers but a rail sion in Washington at 2 pm. settlement. The rank and file
part of the state higher education
union has threatened to expand EDT today in an effort to will be polled by mail ballot.
Be Held At Calloway
system.
against two carriers resolve their complicated dis- The cwa president said the
strike
Its
Mr. Rabin Rowland brings in
The regular ladies day golf will
4. The state's limitation of ourpute over work rules changes. settlement would cost the Bell
some Zuchinni Squash and some be held at the Calloway County to nine other lines.
of-state students by 1973 of 20 per
Leaders of the Communica- Last week the union struck System about $4 billion over
fine Cucumbers. The Cucumbers Country Club on Wednesday.
cent of the total student body,and
tions Workers of America the Union Pacific and the three years. He urged approval TWO-DAY LULL ENDED IN VIETNAM
are very long and he says his wife
Pairings will be made at the tee
the increase in fees for nonof the pact, saying it "does not
has to cut many of them to get at nine a.m., according to Jane (CWA ) Monday ordered 500,000 Southern Railway.
SAIGON—Viet Cong and North Vietnese forces ended a 2-day
Kentucky residents. The Ire
telephone employes to end their Rail talks Monday failed to provide everything we sought lull in their summer offensive with a series of rocket and mortar
them in the jars when she cans Fitch, hostess for the day.
week-old strike against the Bell make headway, and UTU (but) it is the biggest package attacks along the Demilitarized Zone DMZ, military sources increase, particularly, has
them.
A potluck lunch will be served
clearly and adversely affected
System at midnight tonight.. President Charles Luna pledged ever gotten from the Bell reported today. Authorities gave conflicting analyses for the new
at noon.
CWA President Joseph A. that if there is no progress the System."
Fighting that they portend a new phase of the Communist of- the number of students coming to
DRUNK CITED
Murray State from Western
Beirne said the union had UTU will strike three more The strike has caused no fensive or that they merely occurred because a dark phase of the
The personnel of the office of
agreed to a settlement that lines Friday and six additional widespread difficulties for tele- moon coincided with some of Vietnam's worst July weather in 20 Tennessee, Southern Illinois and
Stieriff Clyde Steele cited one
would bring an increase of lines July 30. About 9,000 Ifni phone users, largely because years. Most of the fighting Monday was in South Vietnam's five
Southeastern Missouri.
person for public drunkenness on
wages and benefits of 33.5 per members have struck the Union the industry has become so northern ,,rovince_s.
The entrance of the
5.
Monday night.
Pacific and Southern.
cent over three years.
University of Louisville into the
heavily automated. Some probThe annual meeting at Mt. Apparently, however, not all In stall another major labor lems were encountered, howevKentucky higher education
Pleasant Cemetery in Henry union locals would obey the dispute, the 500-member Non- er, by persons seeking to have OVERTHROW SUNDANIME GOVERNMENT
system and the development of
Sudanese
from
officers
the
ejected
army
BEIRUT—Rebel
held
be
will
Tennessee
County,
order to return to work. The ferrous Conference has sche- telephones installed or repaired government nine months ago for their alleged Communist the Jefferson Community College
Friday, July 23.
in the Louisville area, reversing
union's New York State bar- duled a meeting in Salt Lake and by those wanted special sympathies have overthrown the revolutionary regime of their
Bro. Billy Gallimore, pastor of gaining team rejected the pact, City Saturday to consider long distance services.
enrollment trend in that
the
a
up
to
set
ruling
and
according
council
today,
African nation
Church, will a spokesman saying presidents ratification of a contract
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and Mt. Carmel Baptist
The transportation union has Arab broadcasts monitored in Lebanon. Col Babkral Nour heads county.
be guest speaker at 11:00 o'clock, of 23 state locals voted agreement between striking
Another major factor expected
threatened to extend its strike the new regime, which took power in a bloodless coup and jailed
mild today. Fair and mild tonight
he will show slides unanimously against the agree- unions and Magma Copper Co.
and Wednesday. Highs today and at which time
Friday to the Chicago and Ma). Gen. Gaffer al-Numeiry, who had ruled the Sudan since to affect the fall enrollment,
Land.
United Steelworkers spokesmen North Western, the Southern May. 1969.
Gantt said, is the replacement of
ment.
Wednesday mid 70s to mid-80s. of the Holy
basket lunch will be spread
A
upper
to
50s
upper
the 1,798-member senior class,
In another labor development, said they hoped the Magma Pacific and the Norfolk &
Lows tonight
on the church lawn. Ice will be the U.S. Postal Service and a agreement would serve as a
the largest in the history of the
60s.
Western. The union announced
furnished.
unions pattern setter for possible Monday it planned to strike COUNTDOWN FOR APOLLO 15 BEGINS
university, graduated during the
coalition of seven
care
for
of
the
COnitibutions
1970-71 school year.
EXTENDED FORECAST
representing 750,000 employee future settlements in the 20- July 30 against the Alton Ss
15
Apollo
of
launch
the
for
countdown
CAPE
KENNEDY—The
cemetery are being received by
"This is slightly more than lf
Kentucky: Partly cloudy
announced they had agreed day-old national copper strike Southern; the Atchison; Topeka began today. This U.S. space mission, if successful, should
of the finance com- tentatively on contract terms. which has idled 39,000 workers. and
per cent of the total number of
Thursday with scattered thun- members
Santa Fe; the Houston, produce a harvest of scientific data far surpassing that reaped by
mittee
No details were revealed More talks were planned Belt and Terminal railroad; the Apollo 11 two years ago. Astronauts David R. Scott, Alfred M. degrees conferred by the
dershowers Friday and Saturits
throughout
day. Warm through Saturday
pending a vote by the full union today between union officials Duluth, Missabe and Iron Worden and James B. Irwin are scheduled for liftoff at 9.34 a.m. university
FREE KITTENS
ex istence'
,' he said.
and Kennecott's Utah Copper Range; the Elgin, Joliet and EDT Monday. Scott and Irwin hope to land on the moon's surface
with only minor temperature Kittens,one month old, are free negotiating committee.
A breakdown of the univer:
changes. Highs generally in the to persons for pets. See them at The postal contract was Division in Salt Lake City and Eastern; and the Bessemer and for a stay of 67 hours.
Continued on Page Tea)
worked out in 36 hours of Anaconda Copper Corp. in Lake Erie.
flOs and lows in the 60s.
1311 Vine Street Murray
Mr. Qullier Knight comes in with
two Zuchinni Squash that
weighed thirteen pounds betweesi
them. He says he planted four
hills and only one of them did oJc.
This one hill produced thirty-four
Squash. He's saving the two bie
ones for seed.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Edwards

Increase
Is 3% Over
Last Summer

Party Planned Collisions Are
Rotary Hosts Swim
At The Oaks Club Investigated
Its Governor
By The Police
On Thursday

Hickory Grove To
Hold Revival Meet
During Coming Week

New Principal At
Henry County Hired

Bartholomy To Be
On WDXR Wednesday

Tentative Agreements Reached
With Phone and Postal Workers

World News In Brief ...

Mt. Pleasant Plans
Meeting On Friday

The Weather
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Chair, guided by occupant's
eyes, would aid quadriplegics
WASHINGTON (UPI): A
space-age wheelchair controlled by its occupant's
eyes is being tested by New
York University's Institute
of Rehabilitation Medicine.
The motor-driven chair

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.35 per week, $1.52 per
month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, 57.50 per year;
Other oestinations within ISO miles of Murray, 515.00; more than 150
miles from Murray, $18.00.
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Is guided by a sight switch
developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the
early days of manned flight
when it was thought astronauts might not be able
always to use their arms to
Deaths reported are Mrs. Maude Story of Murray, age 30, and
M. E. Gilbert of Paducah, age 83.
Mrs. Ruby Pool of Murray will be among 135 Kentucky women
to attend the national convention of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs to be held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago,
1- - M., July 23-77.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles E. Beach of Kirksey Route One will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on July 23.
The Murray American Legion team beat Mayfield 5-2 to win the
two
• regional championship. Pitchers for Murray for the final
games were Jimmy Adams and Steve Williams. Hits were
recorded by Walter Blackburn, Don Faughn, Robert Lee, and
Steve Williams.

Forrest Outland died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
The Murray Training School will open on September 10, according to John Robinson, director of the school.
The children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren of the
family of Mrs. Muzetta Grogan held a reunion at the Murray City
Park on July 8. This was the first time in twenty-three years that
all,thirteen children had been together.
Mr.and Mrs. Joe Hopkins of Almo are the parents-of twin girls,
Ricki and Vicki, born July 18 at the Murray Hospital.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is -Father's Little Dividend"
starring Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett, and Elizabeth Taylor.

operate spacecraft controls.
NASA IN reporting adaptation of the sight switch
for civilian use said today
the chair being tested by
the New York Institute is
the eighth in a series of
prototypes built b, the missie and space support division of Hayes International
Corp., Huntsville, Ala.
The agency quoted Dr.
Howard A. Rusk, director
of the institute, as saying
the sight-controlled chair
than
more
nelp
may
100.000 American quadriplegics (persons with no
use of arms and legs) to
achieve mobility.

The switch is mounted
projects in future columns.
on an ordinary looking
Question
spectacle frame worn by
Is a high school diploma an
the chair's operator. A
important thing for a soldier to
light-source directs beams
to each of the occupant's
have?
eyes. When the eye moves
Yes, Yes, Yes! The Army
so that the darker iris cuts
needs educated men and women
and the more education you have,
MEXICO'S TENNIS WIN
the better your chances for adMEXICO crry (UPI)
Growers
Tobacco
Burley
The
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vancement. The men and
Mexico needed a victory in one
has
Association
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with the best education get the
of today's final two singles
Anyone for a trip to Europe? more important jobs in today's issued a reminder to tobacco matches today to turn back
use of the
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this
make
Army.
can
changing
The Army
insecticides DDT or TDE on their Brazil in their American Zone
Watch Those Teeth
dream come true. You can enlist
make the tobacco Davis Cup final.
In the Army and be guarateed 16 The Army Dental Corps, which leaf crops will
The Mexicans took a 2-1 lead
supports.
months of duty in Europe. Men this year is celebrating its six- ineligible for price
as Joaquin Loyo Mayo and
again
will
producers
Tobacco
much:
in
also
faithful
is
least
will
option
He that is faithful in that which is
tieth anniversary, has some tips
who enlist under this
certify that they Vicente Zarazua beat Tomas
and he that is unjust in the least is unjust also in much.--Luke
first take basic and advanced on dental care for young people. be required to
or TDE on their Koch and Edson Mandarin°, 8DDT
18:10.
training in the United States. Brush your teeth every day, after did not use
tran- 6, 7-5, 6-2, in the doubles
after
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tobacco
for
preparation
your
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life
Europe.
of
things
to
small
the
in
dentist
dependable
off
be
your
Be
each meal, and visit
Them, they'll
Sunday. Today's singles paired
receive
to
wish
they
if
splanting
handling even greater trusts when they come your way.
You can also select the unit for a check-up every six months.
Mandarino against Marcelo
supports.
with which you would like to According to the Army den- price
At the same time, the Burley Lars and Loyo Mayo against
serve or, if you desire, you can tists, many people are neglecting
the Koch.
leave the choice up to Uncle their teeth. The average Army Co-op, which administers
Kenin
program
support
price
Sam. Among the units for which recruit has three missing teeth,
Indiana, West
you can sign up are the 3rd Ar- seven cavities and require about tucky, Ohio,
by Carl Riblet Jr.
said
mored Division, 4th Armored six to six and one-half hours of Virginia and Missouri,
No girl should blush just because she cannot
the
in
cautious
be
should
growers
Division, 3rd Infantry Division, dental work.
pesticide.
conceal a blush. It is well known that she who
Rh Infantry Division, 2nd Ar- So, brush up everyone. Let's use of any approved
their
Before picking up
suddenly becomes red or rosy in the face has at
mored Calvalry Regiment, 14th beat the statistics.
S.
U.
all
cards,
marketing
and
Regiment,
Armored Calvary
Your Local Army
once acquired the complexion of virtue—although
required
be
will
growtors
tobacco
the 3rd Brigade of the 1st InRepresentative
it may be the first tug on the halyard that lowers
used
fantry Division.
Your local Army represen- to certify that they have not
the flag of innocence.
Most of the Army Units in tative is SFC. Jerry A. Work,and any applications of DDT or TDE.
"Modesty is the attitude of mind
Europe are based in Germany. he is located at the U. S. Post Growers also are -cautioned
chemical
that precedes the pounce."
Good Community Service
Office on West Broadway, in against the use of
They are still talking about the Mayfield, or you can contact him materials that are not registered
—Elbert Hubbard
or approved by the U. S.
outstanding performance by at 247-4525.
Department of Agriculture or the
helicopter crews and soldiers
of
departments
state
from Fort Sill, Oklahoma,
The Almanac
during the late winter storms By United Press International agriculture.
The Burley Co-op's cautionary
which hit Oklahoma, Texas, and
Today is Tuesday, July 20, statement is geared to an
Kansas.
:he 201st day of 1971.
education program designed to
The copters and servicemen
The moon is between its last
make growers aware of the
PARRS—Gov. Louie B. Nunn told a Greenbo Lake State Park went to the aid of countless
luarter and new phase.
tolerances set up by West Geraudience that tourists in 1970 spent $542 million in Kentucky, the thousands of people who were
The morning stars are Venus,
many and other Common Market
highest rate of travel spending in history. He said a major factor stranded in the storm's wake.
Mars and Saturn
nations---top customers for
in the growth has been the accelerated highway development They rushed people to hospitals,
The evening stars are Mercuburley tobacco exports—to limit
program of the past 3s years.
including many expectant ry and Jupiter.
pesticide residues on tobacco to
mothers, and brought food and
Those born in this day are 0.1 part per million of DDT and
FREE—Kentucky highway officials are talking with their other supplies to both people and
under the sign of Cancer
TDE, effective Jan 1, 1973.
counterparts in Ohio to see if the toll can be removed from an Ohio cattle.
Sir Edmund Hillary, first
Ky.
Shore,
South
West Gertnny is the largest
and
Ohio,
Portsmouth,
between
bridge
River
When an elderly couple in man to conquer Mount
Everest, user of U. S. burley abroad, and
The effort was initiated by Governor Nunn who has promised to Buffalo, Oklahoma, was trapped
was born July 20, 1919.
seek the toll's removal.
its lead in establishing the
In their home with little food and
On this day in history:
pesticide tolerance is expected to
the helicopters In 1917
butane fuel,
Secretary of War
JUDGES—The Kentucky judicial retirement system is landed and brought supplies and
be followed by most other
Newton Baker drew the first countries which buy American
seriously underfinanced, according to a legislative report, and even fed the couple's chickens.
draft lottery number in World tobacco.
needs $200,000—in addition to $500,000 already received—from the Next day, the Army helicopters
War I. The number: 258.
"Growers should understand
state to maintain its solvency for the reasonable future.
dropped off a high school student
In 1945 the American flag
that any use of DDT or TDE not
who stayed behind to feed the was raised over Berlin
and U.S. only will forfeit the benefit of
SCHOOLS—Governor Nunn, in a recent interview, said he couple's cattle and help them
troops prepared to occupy part
believes Kentucky's educational problems can be met more ef- with their chores.
price supports for their tobacco,
of the city. French, British and
fectively at the local,instead of state, level of government. "State
but will seriously endanger the
The servicemen dropped a total Soviet zones
also were estagovernment cannot continue to be held solely and wholly of 538 tons of hay in the threesales outlets for burley—and the
blished. Russian troops were
responsible for educational inadequacies," he said.
of burley as a valuable
future
than
more
where
one
area
state
allowed to enter the city much
farm commodity," the Burley
and one-half million head of earlier.
. AND COUNTIN
.
LICK—The Northern Kentucky site of a salt lick used by giant cattle normally graze.
Co-op said.
Photographed from behind
Arthur
'1965
In
Goldberg
was
prehistoric mammals will be developed into a nationally imAnd hardly a soul was
a bunker at Cape Kennedy,
portant historical attraction, Governor Nunn announced. The overlooked. In one snow covered mulled U.S. ambassador to the
the Apollo 15 is going
highlight will be a permanent museum housing fossils of the area, the soldiers spotted a lone United Nations.
alloy of copper, nickel and through its final countanimals. The announcement came at the dedication of a new cow standing in a small clearing. In 1969 Neil Armstrong satile (there's no silver in it) down test before lofting its
zinc
the
became
first
man
to
walk
camping area at Boone County's Big Bone Lick State Park.
They set down the copter and on the moon. He was
such things as keys 3-man crew to the Moon
followed a every day in frames.
presented the lonely cow with her few
eyeglass
on July 26.
and
minutes later by Edwin
HOMES—The Kentucky Department of Child Welfare is own bale of hay. Then, someone
Waldrin.
seeking to place 100 delinquent children in foster homes. Federal noted that "Bossy" was facing in
and state funds will be used to pay the foster parents $5.50 a day the wrong direction-into the wind
A thought for today: British
per child.The children range in age from 11 to 18.
Instead of away from it. The Ft. novelist Enoch
Bennett said,
dy Murphy's Potato Bar, which.Sill copter cowboys maneuvered "Being a husband is a whole.
IRELAND FAXES COCKNEY
more
a
into
bale
her
and
sells hot baked potatoes, he Bossy
time job."
s
SOUTHSEA, England (UPI)—
comfortable position.
advertised
for
someone
to
teach
is
Cockney Brian Mansfield, 29,
Facts About The Army
him an Irish brogue.
FIREMEN WADE IN BEER
giving up his Irish not potato
"I've had lessons--but no one Did you know:
CHAIAN—SUR—SAONE,
* LAST NIGHT *
bar because he could not can
Army
chess
a
has
make an Irishman out of a —That the
)—Twelve
(UP!
thouFrance
master an Irish brogue.
will
Double Feature
Jewish boy from the east end," team? A six-man team
sand bottles of beer were
After Mansfield opened Padthe Army in comrepresent
he said
II340141141[I
highway
the
on
smashed
petition against teams from other
Sunday wiien they fell off -a
CI[DVIDE2
services this fall. The Army is
brewery truck on a bumpy
currently co-holder with the Air
ALSO — 9.30
—
bend. It took firemen two hours •
Force of the Armed Forces chess
•
road
the
clear of • Steve McQueen
to sweep
title.
broken glass and slippery beer •
—That Army installations
as
suds
•
Careful Mayor Lindsay
throughout the world are inGP
BULLITT
4, 7:30
Don t let your foes delight
volved in the preservation of owAlmost everybody recognizes
In dredging up the slogan
natural resources and the fight stainless steel, but do you know • Starts Tomorrow
against pollution' We'll tell you nickel silver when you set it'
He d rather switch than tight
PlnocchioLG
more about some of these You're likely to handle thi, ver

Coop Issues
Reminder To
Burley Growers

the beam, a photodetector
senses the abrupt decrease
in reflected light and gen.i
erates a signal which tells
the chair's motor what to
do.
The left eye switch controls forward-reverse motion. The right eye switch
controls steering.
NEW YORK University
technicians have reported
that crippled patients have
been able to handle the
chair reasonably well in
two or three hours.
The chair costs about
$1500 but commercial production could make it
cheaper, NASA said.
Get today's news today
In The Post and Times-Star.
Cuba's Victory
KINGSTON, Jamaica (UPI)
—Cuba dominated the Central
American and Caribbean Athletic Championships for the third
consecutive time, winning 21
gold, 17 silver and 11 bronze
medals in the competition
which ended Saturday night.
Jamaica was second with 10
gold medals and Mexico was
third.

OHIO BELLE—Walking the
picket line in Columbus,
Ohio, during the nationwide telephone strik e,
Karyn Donavan, an Ohio
Bell equipment clerk, talks.
to her husband at home.
He is an Ohio Bell transmission maintenance man
and also is on strike.

•:';?;"
ENDS TONITE

John Wayne as "BI JAKE" (GP)

By JOE
UPI
A little bit
has burst in
life.
Ewbank,
ger and coach
Jets, has had
past winter
George Sauer
turely at age
end Verlon
his option
Washington.
But
to smile abo
quarterback
ported to
the first time
Nemeth, out
games of the 1
broken bone •
late before
because of
surrounding
came in late
after contemp
a movie caree
But he seem
Sunday and ev
alight
pronounced h
duty. "It hurts
don't expect
throwing," sai
idea is to shut
my mind.
there throwing
are so many
mind, you
pain. If it
thinking of my
last six years.'
Nemeth sa
changed fr
training cam
didn't want

* STARTS WEDNESDAY *
SITORS...
R iNVAdERS
ROM Tim FUTURE?
NLY bAbY
.....
iL0 kNOWS..

d hE

SN'T TALkiNq

Final W
Nats 6, Twins
Reds 13, Astro'
12; Cards 13,
Nats 8; A's 7, Y
Cards 17; Cubs
15, Astros 8; A's
18, Nate 14.

Name
Ken Brandon(
Ronnie Gibson(
Eddie Rollins
Paul Robertson(
Roger Grogan(

"NOT TOURISM
NAME If TN UK"
.

.......... •••••••••:•::

Open 7:30-Start Dusk
TONITE & WED.

Qr.ry" 1101 ANATtONAL
PKTUKS

PAESI NTS

theYoung
Graduates
A TEMPO FIATTIOAAISIS PROOUC tOti
1,111,04 IN,FahaTIPN•t

f

(Ed. Note—
struck out 16
Tim Lane (Nets)
game.)
Top
Batting
(30 or
Lindsey Hudspe
Terry Vance
Jeff Oakley
Tim Lane
Keith Tabers
Derril Watts
Don McCuiston
Brad Taylor
Lee Miller
Mickey McCuisto
Tom Clovis
Paul Robertson
Benny Pittman
Raymond Sims
Kevin Shahan
Home
Jeff Oakley 7,
speth 6, Terry
Chavis 5, Eddie
Lane 4, Mike
Gibson 2, Mel
Miller 2, Berm
Donnie Winche
Shahan 2, Mick
The following
one home run: J
Jones, Raymond
Watts, Paul
Sykes, Ken Br
Kodman, Kenny
Adams, Bryan
Gibson, Andy R
Ta bers
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David Buckingham
Wins Oaks Tourney

Ewbank Anxious To
Get Camp Started

David BuCkingham shot a 73 total, Max Walker was second
year I do," he said. "I was
to win the 38-hole men's with a 159, Mitchell Story finished
Sunday
away from a game I didn't
medal play tournament at the third at 161 and Mickey Boggess
want to be away from. When
Oaks Country Club. Buckingham had a 165 for fourth place.
you dedicate yourself to a goal
a 79 on Saturday for a total of Ray West won the second flight
bad
and it's taken away from you,
152. J. P. Parker finished second with a 167. Bill Seale and Purdom
you're going to miss it."
in the championship flight with a Lovett tied for second place with
Nemeth said he doubted that
M. Bob Brown and Bobby Pike Seale winning a playoff with a
Sauer, one of the league's top
tied for third at 159 and Eike won par on the first hole. T. C. Collie
receivers, would change his
won a playoff for fourth place
on a coin toss.
attitude about retiring but
to
Sunday
with Paul Ragsdale an James
76
a
shot
White
John
added that Richard Caster, a
win the first flight with a 158 Ward.
second-year man from Jackson
Ken Adams won the third flight
State, might learn to be an
a 175 while Macon
with
with
adequate replacement
Blankenship finished second,
experience.
Amos Tacked, third, and Meritt
The Jets also announced the
finished fourth.
Lawson
agents,
free
two
signing of
R. B. Morgan won the fourth
defensive lineman Doug Chata 185. Charles Caldman of Jackson State and wide
As winner of the fourth heat flight with
Clyde Roberts
second,
was
well
receiver Herman Carter of
and feature race, Jerry
and Marvin Harris
Eastern Kentucky.
English,6, was top money winner finished third,
finished in a
Elsewhere in the training
at Keeling Stock Track Saturday. and Gene Houaden
winning
Harris
with
fourth
for
tie
:amps, Greg Jones rejoined the
Melvin Woodford,14 Jr., took
Buffalo Bills' camp after being
the first heat and Bill Myhan,31, on a coin toss.
Match Play
iospitalized for a day for
the second. Larry Bradford, 13, The Annual Men's
will be
Oaks
the
at
Tournament
sbsereation of a head injury.
heat.
third
was the winner of the
team spsaser), Man Seallit, Howard Meth Scottie Newberry.
The Jerry's Itestaarast beams were the wieners at the VII
played during the month of
The Bills dropped four players
several
saw
heat
second
The
and
wins
14
record
a
with
of
Second row: David Hudspeth, Kenny Collins, Phil McCulston
Murray Pony League Championdtip
urged to
-Mike Bennett of Missouri,
pile-ups which resulted in busted August. Members are
and Van Perry. Third Row: Drane Shelley, manager, David
1 loss. The Indians compiled the leadership of manager Dram
Shop or
Pro
Oaks
the
at
up
sign
Terris Harris of Arkansas
radiators,flat tires and crumbled
Frank, Ell Alexander, Greg Howard, Ken Grogan, John Shelley
Shelley and former professional baseball player, Bob Burke.
entries
All
entry.
their
in
call
St..
of
Whalen
Joe
AM&N,
fenders. The fourth heat was bad
and Bob Burke, coach.
Members of the team are, first row, left to right: Ricky Starks,
must be in by noon on July 30th.
Joseph's (Ind.) and Ralph
14Jr.,
Woodford,
news
Melvin
for
David Lyons, Terry Turner, Paul Maggard (owner of Jerry's,
Sontag of Maryland.
as he rolled his car several times 2 PLAYERS SWAPPED
Paul Brown ran his Cincinnati BRAZIL'S TENNIS WINS
and ended upside down. The car
PITTSBURGH (UP!)-RightBengals through a rare MEXICO CITY (UPI)-Brazil
appeared to be a complete total. hander Jim Nelson, who had a
Sunday double workout as the won both singles matches
Carl Douglas,8, set a new 2-2 record with
Pittsburgh, has
club's 44 veterans joined 16 Monday to overcome Mexico, 3record by going over the hill two been farmed out to
Charleston
rookies in camp. Cleveland 2, in their Davis Cup series and
times during the same race.
of the International League to
Coach Nick Skorich ran his club qualify for the semi-finals
make room on the Pirate roster
through a mile run Sunday and against Czechoslovakia.
Top Qualifiers-Larry Walston, for Bob Moose, returning from
Roy
back
relief
running
2-3
in
innings
worked 8
Houston sent
Briles took the loss.
56, 23.33, Jerry English, 6, 23.39, military duty.
By VITO STELLINO
Tomaz Koch took the decisive
Hopkins to Houston for a match from Mexican National
Los Angeles didn't gain on after starter Wayne Simpson Bill Keeling, 24Jr., 23.63.
UPI Sports Writer
checkup on a knee injury that Champion Joaquin Loyo Mayo, There were two names the San Francisco, however, be- lasted a third of an inning, was First Heat-Melvin Woodford, 14
may require surgery.
Jr., Ralph Hillard, 88, Junior
7-5, 7-9, 6-4, 9-7, after compa- insiders mentioned over and cause the Giants came back the victim of Spiezio's blow.
Ron Woods drove in three Keeling, 99, John McElrath, 220,
Guard Bob Young, acquired triot Jose Edson Mandarin() had over again back in spring after blowing an 8-2 lead to
in a trade with Denver in Ea brought Brazil even with a 6-4, training.
edge the Braves. Atlanta tied lt runs with a homer and a bases- Anthony Peck, 42.
off-aeason, left the Oilers' calm 6-3, 9-7 triumph over Marcelino Two young players, aged 20 8-8 with six runs in the seventh loaded single to pace 'Montreal Second Heat-Bill Myhan, 31,
without giving any mascot
and 21, had the "can't miss" but San Francisco scored two past Chicago. Mike Marshall Larry Walston, 56, Roymond
Mara.
tag. They were supposed to be in the eighth as Darrell Evans' pitched three innings of one-hit Eads, 21, Carl Douglas, 8, Jerry
instant sensations. They were wild throw on what would have relief to save the win. Ken English, 6.
been the third out of the inning Holtzman took the loss.
Third Heat-Larry Bradford, 13.
Cesar Cedeno and Vida Blue.
Raymond Rodgers, 26, Jesse
Of course, Blue has lived up allowed the tie-breaking run to
Ladd,77, Cotton Glisson, 43, Earl
to his pre-season buildup but score.
SWIFT JOINS CONDORS
New York, which had lost 14 PITTSBURGH (UPI)-Skee- Travis, 2.
1971 has been just a year of
frustration nor the 20-year-old of 16, downed the Cards as Ray ter Swift, who was reported Fourth Heat- Jerry English, 6,
Cedeno. The Houston Astros' Sadecki pitched a three-hitter. planning to jump to the Bill Myhan, 31, John McElrath,
Roach
Pilic a 4-6, 7-6, 7-6 victory.
By BOB WES'rON
outfielder started the season He also singled during a five- Milwaukee Bucks of the Nation- 220, Anthony Peck, 42, Carl
for
sours in professional tennis
Roulette
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)- today after upsetting top-seeded "It was like Russian
batting under .200 and has been run rally in the second. Steve al Basketball Association, Douglas, 8.
3iant-Killers Nikki Pilic and Arthur Ashe and second-seeded out there," said Pilic in his struggling to maintain his Carlton took the loss.
signed a new two-year contract Feature Race-Jerry English, 8,
Bill Bowrey savored their finest Rod Laver, respectively, Mon- Balkan-accented English. "I average above .250.
Ed Spiezio's two-run homer in Friday with the Pittsburgh Jesse Ladd, 77, Larry Walsotn,
have him seven match points But he still shows flashes of the eighth lifted San Diego over
American 56, Bill Myhan, 31, Raymond
Condors of the
day in the ;50,000 First
and he has me four. It was the his potential and he did it Cincinnati. Tony Cloninger, who
INVINCIBLE 0111.413t1
Rodgers, 16.
Association.
Basketball
National Tennis Classic.
first time I beat Ashe, but I Monday night when he collected
It was the first time during
come close in our other three
the current world championship matches. And on this clay three hits including a game.
winning single in the lltk
tennis tour that Ashe and Laver
him any inning as the Astros downed
MURRAY LITTLE LEAGUE had been eliminated in the first surface, I don't give
more chances than me."
Philadelphia, 3-2.
ematiRMIIIRIO •
Bowrey, a handsome 27-year- "I'm more relaxed at the
Prior to Monday, Pilic never
been
Australian, has
W L had beaten Ashe, nor had old
Team
plate," the Dominican Republic
overshadowed by his fellow native said, "I'm not over
11 3 Bowrey ever defeated Laver.
Astros
95 Pillc and Ashe waged a tense countrymen Laver, Ken Rosew- swinging anymore. When I
; cubs
86 struggle that went to match all, John Newcombe and Tqny swing, I'm just trying to hit the
Reds
7 7 point 11 times before the Roche. He never has advanced ball up the middle and to right.
Nets
88 Yugoslav lefthander scored the beyond the second round on the There's not as much pressure
A's
58 clincher on a drop shot that pro tour this year.
Cards
as I had at the start. I was
59 Ashe hit out of bounds. It gave But Monday he look a back swinging at everything, even
Twins
seat to no one.
4 10
Yanks
pitches in the dirt. Now I wait
Stroking his backhand for for my pitch and I hhink before
winners, Bowrey going up to the plate "
consistent
Final Week's Scores
spotted Laver a one-set lead, Cedeno hit .310 in the second
Nate 8, Twins 1; Cards 9, A's 4;
then sjorrned back to win the half of last season at age 19
Reds 13, Astres 8; Yanks V., Cube
second set and reel off a 5-0 when he first heard himself
12; Cards 13, Twins 4; Reds 12,
lead in the third set before being compared to players like
Nats 8; A's 7, Yanks 6; Astros 27,
Major League Leaders
Cards 17; Cubs 7,'Twins 2; Cubs By United Press International Laver rallied to take four Willie Mays and Roberto
straight games. Bowrey held Clemente.
15, Astroe 8; A's 4, Reds 1; Yanks
Leading Batters
his service in the 10th game to Manager Harry Walker says,
18, Nets 14.
National League
G. AB R. H. Pct. win the match, 3-6,6-3, 6-4.
"he has the potential to be a
Pitching Records
With Ashe and Laver out of Mays or Clemente. He has good
55
St.L
363
.355
94
Torre,
129
(Based On 3 or
89 360 60 126 .350 contention, Cliff Drysdale of speed, a good arm and he can
Bckrt, Chi
more decisions)
95 383 59 132 .345 South Africa moved into the hit. He's the type of player whe
Davis, LA
Name
80 326 55 111 .340 favorite's role as the third- causes thingsto happen. But
Clmnt, Pit
4
Ken Brandon(Cubs)
72 269 37 91 .338 seeded player.
he's not even close to being the
Pptn, Chi
4
Ronnie Gibson(Astros)
Brock, St.L 91 369 73 123 .333 Ken Rosewall, winner of the king of ballplayer Mays and
4
Eddie Rollins(Astros)
94 391 67 129 .330 Washington Star International Clemente are yet. It will take
Garr, Atl
1 Alou, St.L 88 355 43 115 .324 on Sunday, is seeded sixth in five or six years before we will
Paul Robertson(Cards)
3
Roger Grogan(Cards)
83 320 33 103 .322 the tourney which runs through find out whether he can be that
Snglln, Pit
70 283 56 91 .322 next Sunday.
kind of player."
Cash, Pit
In other first-round matches, The question is whether the
(Ed. Note-Paul Robertson
American League
of
Spain Astros, who've expected too
Girneno
struck out 16 men in one game;
G. AB R. H. Pct. Andres
Tim Lane (Nate) pitcher a no-hit Oliva, Min
72 276 49 104 .377 defed Owen Davidson of much too soon from Cedeno,
game.)
Murcer, NY 91 325 57 109 .335 Ausenlia, 6-2, 6-3; Ismail El can wait that long for Cedeno
Top Fifteen
84 332 51 BM .313 Shafei of the United Arab to find himself. Young ballplayOtis, KC
San ers have been ruined in the
Batting Averages
And just why is Royal so right? Because it's so Chrysler.
Buford, Sal 76 282 74 88 .312 Republic beat Roy Barth of
And that means full-size luxury,from one of the largest
(30 or more at bats)
85 312 43 97 .311 Diego, Calif., 6-7, 6-4, 6-4; past by a fast buildup before
Rojas, KC
of Bakersfield, they were
interiors in the class, to the Torsion-Quiet Ride, to
ready.
.630 F.Rban, Sal 76 265 48 82 .309 Dennis Ralston
Lindsey Hudspeth
Calif., conquered Allan Stone of
the big new V-8.
.576 Kaline, Det 77 251 43 76 303
eeaeno's single in the 11th
Terry Vance
Australia, 6-4, 7-6, and Fred
And the fact that it's not only our newest Chrysler,
.302
87
29
2E3
and
878
loaded
Chi
Rchrdt,
came
with
bases
the
.565
Oakley
Jeff
Stolle of Australia ousted tour
but also our lowest-priced Chrysler, makes it
none out off reliever Billy
.537 einchr, Wash 80 256 30 77 .301
Tim Lane
rookie Tom Leonard, 6-4, 6-4.
even better. And since it's clearance priced
Wilson. Roger Metzger's single,
.500 Hyrrd, Wash 89 332 37 99 .296
Keith Tabers
right now, it's even better than better.
Home Runs
Wilson's wild throw on Joe
489
Derril Watts
2 GOLFERS HONORED
Because that makes it easier
an
Stargell,
League:
and
National
sacrifice
Morgan's
488
Don McCuistoe
NEW YORK (UPI)-Julius intentional walk set the stage
than ever for you to
463 Pitt 31; Aaron, All 75; May,
Brad Taylor
Boros, winner of the PGA for
make the move to
Cedeno's hit.
.452 Cin 24; Johnson, Phil 72;
Lee Miller
championship in 1968, and Dr. In the other games, Los
real luxury.
20.
SF
Bonds,
and
SD
Colbert,
.429
McCuiston
Mickey
Gary Middlecoff, two-time win- Angeles
When
you
come to
Melton,
10League:
Pittsburgh
American
drubbed
.425
Tom awls
ner of the US. Open and once 4, San
the Right Place.
Francisco outlasted
.417 Chi and Cash, Det 21; Smith,
Paul Robertaon
Right now
of the Masters, will be inducted Atlanta 114, New York topped
412 Boa 20; Oliva, Minn 18;
Benny Pittrnan
Into the Ameican Golf Hall of St. Louis 5-2, San Diego nipped
NY
Murcer,
Bos,
Petrocelli,
401
Raymond Sims
Fame in a ceremony in Cincinnati 4-3 and Montreal
.39( and Jackson, Oak 17.
Kevin Shahan
Pittsburgh's Three Rivers Sta- edged Chicago 5-3.
Runs Batted In
27.
In the American League,
National League: Stargell, dium on July
Home Runs
inducted into the Baltimore beat Oakland 4-2,
be
to
Also
116 CHRYSLER
AUTNCMWEDDEALERS0
Aaron,
73;
St.L
Jeff Oakley 7, Lindsey Hutt Pitt 89; Torre,
MOTORS comourio«
Hall are Jock Hutchinson,
igieth 6, Terry Vance 5, Tom All 70; Montane:, Phil 87; winner of the PGA in 1920 and Chicago swept a doubleheader
from New York 8-3 in 10
Chests 5, Eddie Rollins 5, Thr, Santo, Chi 64.
in 1921, and innings and 3-1,. Washington
American League: Petrocelli, the British Open
Line 4, Mike Wells 4, Ronnie
the late Walter J. Travis, who edged Minnesota 5-2, Detroit beat
Gibson 2, Mel Purcell 2, Let Boa 64; Killebrew, Minn 63; B.
in 1904 became the first Kansas City 5-2 and Cleveland
Miller 2, Benny Pittman 2 Robinson, Balt 80; F. Robinson,
CHRYSLER
foreign-born winner of the topped California 3-1. The
59.
Chi
Melton,
and
Salt
Kevin
Donnie Winchester 2,
Open.
British
was
game
CIPAA
Pitching
Milwaukee-Boston
Shahan 2, Mickey McQiiston 2
National League: Ellis, Pitt BRAGAN's NEW JOB
rained out.
The following players each hit
UPI I-Jimmy Pittsburgh's 11-game winning
one home run: Jay Wyatt, Jerry 15-3; Jenkins, Chi 14-8; Carlton, MONTREAL
Jones, Raymond Sims, Des-r° St.l. 13-6; Dierker, Hou 12-4; Bragan is the new manager of streak was finally ended as Los
Watts, Paul Robertson, Shea Downing and Osteen, LA 11-6; the Winnipeg Whips of the Angeles pounded out 15 hits
International League, replacing including homers by Willie
Sykes, Ken Brandon, Linus Stoneman, Mont 11-9.
American League: Blue, Oak Clyde McCullough, who suffered Crawford and Richie Allen to
Kodrnan, Kenny Adams, Chuck
beat the Pirates. Claude Osteen
Adams, Bryan Scott, Terry 111-3; Lolich, Det 15-6; Cuellar, a heart attack Sunday.
403 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
Bragan had been first base went all the way and allowed 11
Gibson, Andy Ryan and Keith Salt 13-2; McNally, Salt and
Expos.
Montreal
Nelson
13-4
Bos
while
Siebert.
win
the
get
the
hits to
coach for
Tabers.
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
A little bit of sunshine finally
has burst into Weeb Ewbank's
life.
Ewbank, the general manager and coach of the New York
Jets, has had his problems this
past winter with wide receiver
George Sauer retiring prematurely at age 27 and defensive
end Verlon Riggs playing out
his option and signing with
Washington.
But Ewbank had something
to smile about Sunday when
quarterback Joe Nemeth reported to camp on schedule for
the first time in three years.
Nemeth, out for the last 10
games of the 1970 season with a
broken bone in his wrist, was
late before the 1969 season
controversy
because of a
surrounding his restaurant and
came in late before last season
after contemplating retiring for
a movie career.
But he seemed anxious to go
Sunday and even participated in
a light 20-minute drill and
pronounced his hand fit for
duty. "It hurts at times, But I
don't expect it to affect my
throwing," said Nemeth. "The
idea is to shut the pain out of
my mind. When you're out
there throwing in a game, there
are so many things on your
mind, you don't think of the
pain. If it weren't so, I'd be
thinking of my lmeews for the
last six years."
Nemeth says his attitude is
year's
last
changed from
training camp. "Last year I
didn't want to play and this

•
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.
:
bust
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English Wins
At Keeling

Cedeno Still Showing
Flashes Of Potential

This is

Bowrey And Pilic Take
National Tennis Classic

KING
EDWARD

Baseball
Standings

Malor League
Leaders

You start with the right car.
Chrysler Royal.

You get a great deal more when you come to

Plymouth"

Taylor Motors, Inc.

I.
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Mitchell Home Is
Scene Of Coffee
For Bride-Elect
Miss Nancy Elizabeth Roberts,
whose marriage to Joe T.
Thurman will be an event of July
M, was complimented with a
coffee held at the lovely home of
Mrs. Phillip D. Mitchell on
The monthly fellowship breakCrestwood Place, Saturday, July
fast
of the Murray-Calloway
to
eleven17, from nine-thirty
County
Shrine Club was held on The Olga Hampton Baptist
thirty in the morning.
Slinday morning, July 11, at the Women of the Sinking Spring
Serving as the gracious
Holiday Inn.
Baptist Church held its regular
hostesses for the occasion were
Those attending were Mr. and meeting on Monday, July 5, with
Mrs. W. C. Elkins, Mrs. James R.
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Terry Sills, president,
Limiter, Mrs. Chad Stewart,
Wallace Ford and daughter, Kim presiding.
Wilson,
and
Mrs.
Stub
Mrs.
and Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Mrs. Billy Paschall directed
Mitchell.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. William the study session entitled
For the occasion, the honoree
Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie "Spanish Baptist Dilenui". The
navy
sleeveless
a
wear
to
chose
Jones, and John L.
call to prayer and scripture
corsage
gift
dress.lief hostesses'
reading from Proverbs 28: 1-10
was of yellow roses.
were given.
Mrs. Tax Roberts, mother of
Plans were discussed for the
blue
light
wore
a
the children at the book review gives by Mrs. the honoree,
of
faces
the
la
ivarterly
meeting of the Blood
reflected
Is
INTERIMT
INTENSE
M.
library on Thursday, July 15, at two-thirty o'clock hi dress while Mrs. Galen
River WMU to be held at Sinking
Helen Hodges at the Calloway County Public
mother
of
the
Sr.,
Jesse
Thurman,
by
written
Character",
book,"A Penny's Worth of
:iring on Monday, July 26.
the &Hermes, Mrs. Hodges reviewed the
was attired in a
at the review. Mrs. Hodges had the previous week groom-elect,
autographs
New officers elected for the
sign
to
present
was
who
Stuart
were
Both
dress.
green
dark
Pennington.
Lee
and
Stuart
the writings of
aew church year to start October
presented a program of poetry and prose from
1Wilson Woolley photo) hostesses gift corsages of white
The Women's Society of
1 were Mrs. Raymond Crawford,
fujii mums.
audstian Service of the Mason's
director;
Mrs. L. D. Warren,
presented
The bride-elect was
Chapel United Methodist Church
Baptist Women president; Mrs.
met Wednesday evening, July 14,
Church will oe held at Jonathan with a Paul Revere pierced silver
Starks, secretaryBobby
at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Crect Baptist Assembly. The bowl as a wedding gift from the
Harding
treasurer;
Mrs.
James Baker.
group will meet at the church at hostesses.
Galloway, mission study; Mrs.
The beautifully appointed
two p.m. The charge is $1.50 for a
Mrs. Genna Carter and Mrs. Terry Sills, mission support;
dining table was overlaid with a
the Calloway County Country barbecue supper.
Baker were the program Mrs. Billy Paschall and Mrs.
James
was
The
table
Tuesday, July 20
Quaker lace cloth.
Club for members of fourth to
leaders. Mrs. Carter read the Gerald Dan Cooper, mission
lovely
a
with
The Women's Society of sixth grades from ten a.m. to one
centered
Acts action; Mrs. Eugene Nance and
arrangement of yellow roses,
Christian Service of the Russell's p.m. Each member may invite
Mr. and Mrs. William Anthony Forres, Hazel, announce the scripture from the book of
Mrs. James H. Kuykendall,
Rev.
by
prayer
by
followed
snapand
mums
United
Methodist
Church
fujii
Chapel
white
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
one non-member guest. Each is
social; Mrs. Eugene Jones, child
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the to bring a sack lunch. In charge Mr. and Mrs. Larry seay, dragons. Assisting the hostesses Peggy Jean,to James Franklin Johnson, son of Mrs. Pat Hayes of Baker.
care; Mrs. Bill Collins, publicity;
Glenn West Covina,California,and S. Sgt. David L. Johnson of Vietnam.
church.
of arrangements are Mesdames Windsor Drive, Mayfield, an- in serving were Mrs.
Film strips about Negro history Mrs. Bobby Stark, Acteens; Mrs.
and
Kerlick,
Louis
Mrs.
Nanny,
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell were shown to the group. Mrs.
Fred Wells, chairman, Bill nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Raymond Crawford and Mrs.
Circle I of the WSCS of the First Wyatt, A. B. Crass, Hunt Smock, Larry Joe, weighing seven Miss Cathy Mitchell.
King of Murray. Miss Forces, a 1969 graduate of Calloway County Nina Craig opened the meeting
Lake Hall, Boys and flirts In
United Methodist Church will Evelyn Wilson, and John pounds five ounces, born on
High School, is a junior at Murray State University majoring in with prayer and Mrs. Frank
Action; Mrs. Bill Crick and Mrs.
meet at the home of Mrs. E. W. Gregory.
vocational home economics.
Wednesday, July 14, at 7:55 a.m
Coles, president, conducted the L. D. Warren, Mission Friends.
Riley,Sha-Wa Circle, at two p.m.
Mr. Johnson is the grandson of Mrs. Nellie Johnson of Puryear, business meeting.
at the Murray-Calloway County
A social hour was held with
Tenn., and James Franklin Johnson of St. Louis, Missouri. He is
Hospital.
Concerns
refreshments being served by
Social
Christian
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order The
employed at the Paris Manufacturing Company at Paris, Tenn.
They have another daughter,
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Crawford and Mrs. Sills.
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet mmittee will meet at the Ken Shat, age seven. The father
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 21, at
were
uglas Community Center at
Harp
o'clock in the evening at the Hazel Baptist Church. All Mrs. Baker. Those present
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
manager
for
sales
seven
is
Newport,
30 p.m. All interested persons
Brent
Mesdames
Mayfield.
friends
and
relatives
are
invited
to
attend
the
ceremony
and
the
Chevrolet Company,
Miss Margaret Jo Emerson,
invited.
Parvin Craig, Ruben Christian,
The Woman's Missionary
Grandparents are Mr. and August 7th bride-elect of Roger reception immediately following the wedding.
Genna Carter, Nina Craig,
Wednesday, July 21
Mrs. Voris Coltharp of Wingo Key Fain, was the honoree at a
Society of the First Baptist
Doug Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Doherty
Adams,
William
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. at The Oaks Country Club will Route Two, Cecil Seay and Mrs. delightfully planned personal Big American Consumer
tons of water, 10,000 pounds
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Jackson,
Charles
Shoemaker,
invitational
golf
ladies
have
its
Edell Seay of Mayfield. Great shower held on Tuesday, July 6,
the church. Members note
of meat, 14 tons of milk and
Workman spent the weekend with
James
Mrs.
and
Rev.
Cole,
Frank
The average American who cream, 9,000 pounds of wheat
change in time for this month tournament. Entries including grandparents are Mrs. Keith at seven o'clock in the evening at
and Mrs. James Vaughn
Mr.
Jean
Mary
children,
only. The Council composed of the six dollar fee for the noon Crittenden of Piolot Oak and Mr. the home of Miss Debbie Rogers. lives to be 70 years old will and used up 21,000 gallons Baker and
and children, Jeffrey
Edwards
and Kathy.
group leaders and committee huicheon should be made with and Mrs. Joe P. Wilson of The charming hostesses for the have consumed 26 million of gasoline.
and Jeanne, of Sedalia, Mo.
486phone
Lynnville.
chairmen, will meet at nine a.m. Saundra Edwards,
occasion were Miss Rogers, Miss
2643, or by mail to Route 2, Box
at the church.
Kathy Lovett, and Miss Susan
162, Murray, Ky.
Peirce
•$'
•
A baby girl, La-Chelle Mae. The honoree chose to wear for
The Baptist Women of the Elm
4M4ost4s,
pounds six the informal party an aqua pant
Grove Baptist Church will meet weighing seven
'::•••:•:••••••:. •
ounces, was born to Mr.and Mrs suit. She opened her many lovely
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Joe Filbeck, Jr., of Benton Route gifts for the guests to view.
Five on Saturday, July 17, at 6:52 Refreshments of sandwiches,
Thursday, July 22
The Baptist Women of the Elm p.m. at the Murray-Calloway cakes, pickles, olives, and
rove Baptist Church will meet County Hospital.
lemonade were served from the
The new father is employed,by table centered
the home of Mrs. Albert Cridei
an
with
the Murray Division of the arrangement of daisies.
t 1:30 p.m.
Tappan Company.
Twenty-six school friends of the
mous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. bride-elect were included in the
Friday, July 23
During the non-snow off season
Joe Filbeck, Sr., of Benton Route guest list.
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
The MSU Faculty Bridge will Five and Mr. and Mrs. Clatis
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. meet in Rooms Three and Four of Reed of Benton Route Four.
grandparents are Mr. and
That's right - 20 pounds in 111,days!
the Student Union Building at Great
The basis of the diet is chemical food
Mrs.J. D. Mitts of Ahno, Mr.and
urged
are
members
p.m.
All
7:
30
action and was devised by a 4amous
Mrs. Noble Reed of Benton Route
Colorado physician especially for the to attend.
Four, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
LY:S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
Filbeck of Benton Route Five.
maintained (very important!) while
The annual meeting of Mt
reducing. You keep "full", no starvaA specialitg of the Pottion, because the diet is designed that Plesant Cemetery will be held a
tertown Ho
ers Club was
way! It's a diet that is easy to follow eleven a.m. Rev. Billy Gallimore Stephanie Leigh is the name
whether you work, travel or stay at will show slides of the Holy Land. chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Stephen held at the home of Mrs. Louise
home. For men. too.
A basket lunch will be served at Barnett of Murray Route Four Short at Panorama Shores on
This is, honestly, a fantastically
Wednesday, July 14, at
noon.
for their baby girl, weighing o'clock in the morning. eleven
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
seven pounds eight ounces, born Mrs.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be perHollie
Alderdice,
A Swim Party for 'children on Friday, July 16, at ten p.m. at
mitted to use it! Right? So,sive yourpresident, presided at the
self the same break the U.S. Ski Team entering fourth, fifth, and sixth the Murray-Calloway County
business session. Sunshine
gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven grades this fall will be held for Hospital.
friends were revealed and gifts
way. Even if you've tried an the other
members of the Oaks Country
diets, you owe it to yourself to try
exchanged. Mrs. Barletta
the U.S. Women's Ski Team Dirt.(Not Club from ten a.m. to one p.m.
The
new
father
is
employed
Wrather, county home agent,
by
invite
one
(;ispefruit Diet). That is. if you really Each member may
Standard Textiles, Murray.
announced that Officers Training
do want to lose 20 pounds in two guest. A charge of twenty-five
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Day will be held on Wednesday,
weeks. Order today. Tear this out as a cents will be made. Each one is to
Lee Roy Barnett and Mr. and August 18.
reminder.
bring a sack lunch.
Mrs. E. H. Lax, all of Murray. Group singing was held will
Send only $1.25 ($1.50 for Rush
Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Short playing the organ. She
Seavice), cash is O.K., to: Ski Team
Saturday, July 24
Mrs. Homer Wicker of Murrin also accompanied her grandDiet. 279 Sheffield Dr., Dept. RC.
Santa Barbara. Calif. 93103. Don't
and Ben H. Lane of Dema, Ky. daughter, Miss Donna
party,
cookout,
and
Swimming
order unless you expect to lose 20
Borgarding of Matteson, Ill., who
pounds in two weeks! Because that's inspirational services for men
sang "Do Lord Remember Me"
what the Ski Team Diet will do!0
and boys of the Memorial Baptist Many Meals
a spiritual.
A potluck luncheon was served
Eaten Out
A recent study points out in the recreational room and the
that 23 percent of -noon group then went to the living
meals are eaten away from room for the business meeting
Phone 753-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
home, as are 10 percent of and program. Mrs. Iva Afford
the evening meals and 7 per- and Mrs. Ruby Kelley assisted
We Have It — We Will Get It
Or It Can't Be Mad
cent of the morning meals. Mrs. Short in the hostesses'
duties. Jeffrey and Kenneth
Borgarding of Matteson, Ill.,
grandsons of Mrs. Short, directed
the parking of the cars
Members
present
were
Mesdames Hollie
Alderice,
Clifton Roberts, R. L. Cooper,
Gussie Geurin, Katie Overcast,
Edwin Larson, 0. B. Cook, Gray
Roberts, Mellie Hospon, Myrtle
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
Cayce,
Louise Short, Lillis
(Murray Only) Wohlhart, Louise Somers, Ruth
Weston! Gussie
Adams, Iva
Alford, and Rubby Kelley.
Visitors were Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Mrs. Tam Hopson, Mrs.
Leslie Moore,Mrs. Ann Childers,
and Mrs. Short's grandchildren.

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

Mrs. Paschall Is
Leader Of Meet Of
Baptist Women

Personal Shower
Held In Honor Of
Margaret Emerson

Mrs. Louise Short
Hostess For Meet
Pottertown Club

WALLIS

DRUG

The Store of
Groovy Fashions
for The Now
Generation

SPECIAL 11 a.m.-2 p.
This Week Only!
thru

ALL DAY THURSDAY

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cale Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th L Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

More Beef Needed
Per capita beef and veal
consumption, which reached
116 pounds last year, is expected to reach 180 pounds by
the end of the decade. To
meet this growing consumption figure, production must
rise one third 4tur1ng the same
period.
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BLANKET
Y-AWAY SAL
JULY 20-24 * 50$ WILL HOLD YOUR CHOICE
Lovely prints make this a decorator's dream.
Select mod daisies or delicate rose print in this .

ELECTRIC BLANKET
Adjusts To Room Temperature Changes!
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Datsun Sales
High For Year
Recording June retail sales of
26,895 vehicles, Datsun sales for
the first six months of 1971
reached a total of 134,969 units, up
129 percent over a similar period
a year ago. The June total also
stands as an any month best,
surpassing April of this year.
Leading monthly sales for the
Nissan Motor Corporation in
U.S.A., who are the distributors
for Datsuns in the US., was the
Datsun line of passenger cars
with retail sales of 20,192 units, up
135 percent over last June. This
was the first time in the com*WSeleven year history in this
country that passenger car sales
had topped the 20,000 mark.
Maintaining its position as the
nation's top selling imported
pickup truck, Datsun's ever
popular Li'l Hustler recorded an
any month best sales total of
6,703, up 45 percent over a
similar period a year ago. Total
sales for the month, in additional

to being an all time best, were up
104 percent over last year.
Bob Link,
Nissan-U.S.A.'s
Sales Vice President, explained
that the sales increases wiretdue
primarily to a surge in supply.
"We can sell everything we can
get. Who knows the number our
dealers could sell if we could get
all the vehicles we need," he
added. "We are using this period
of short supply to expand our
facilities as evidenced by our
ground breaking for a regional
headquarters
in
Denver,
Colorado two weeks ago and the
opening recently of another in the
Chicago area. When the supply
problems are eased we will be
ready to back up the increased
sales with good parts and service," be Concluded.
Schoolgirlish is a silk peau
empire bridal gown in the
Piccione fall and winter collection by Ron LoVece. It has
demure back streamers etched
in lace. A demure "whimsy"
gown in the collection has
scalloped high collar and
Victorian gathered-apron over
skirt.
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50% Polyester
50% Rayon
72"x90"
• Nylon Binding
• Machine washable and dryable
• Treated To Reduce Shedding

t

— 50' WILL HOLD —

DEAR MOM: She's up! Somebody should wake you up.
As long as you continue to look after her child while she
sleeps all dlny and stays out all night, nothing will change.
Why should it? She's got it made. A child lot any age or
marital status I. while living in her parents' home, should be
made to abide by Use standard of that home—or vamoose!

ID

Mt News; Wthr ; Starts News, War.; Worts
:30 Men From $hiloh Mon at Law

Password
Lucy

I Dreem ot Jeered,
Eddie's Father

9 a .m. - 9 p•m•

mon.- Sat.
I to 6 p.m.
Sundays

Extra thickness for warmth, yet lightweight.
Machine washable and dryable. 50% Polyester, 50%
Rayon. Nylon binding.

DEAR ABBY: I am a very warm-blooded girl who
craves affection, and I am married to a very cold touch-menot type man. We have two children. Don't ask me how
they got here. They were both accidents. But accidents like
that don't happen to us very often.
The big blowup came last night when he took me to a
drive-in movie. It was a romantic film so I snuggled up
close to him and be kept moving away from me until he was
practically on the fender. I asked him to kiss me, and he
said, "No, not here." [We were all alone in a closed car,
and it was pitch dark.] Well, it ruined my whole evening.
I know I am not all that bad, Abby. He keeps telling
me he "loves" me, so why doesn't he show me?
HUNGRY FOR LOVE

:00 Dews et Char Lives Mem Wondered fttliteNewlvvred Game
.31 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating GOT.

• :r0 Somerset
lInnver Ovte
J :30 Here Come Brides Jeff's Cottle %AMC

TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, JULY 24th
Just Register at Roses!
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!

SCATTER RUGS
Twin or Full Size
100% Cotton. Machine
washable and dryable.
Assorted
colors
and
white.

DEAR ABBY: With summer here will you please say a
word to housewives who have clothes dryers, but insist
upon hanging clothes outdoors every weekend?
When we have guests for a cookout and are sitting on
our patio having cocktails it is not the most appetizing sigh)
to see a pair of 46 bloomers napping in the breeze Thank
you!
SIZE 10 AND DRIES INDOORS

By UIWTEX
Wear-Dated
Luscious colors in
washable acrilan acrylic
and polyester. 27"x45"
Lovely Addition To,
Any Room!
Reg 13.97

MEDITERANEAN__,
TABLE LAMPS - --

DEAR "SIZE II": Aw. kwitcher bragging. An eyesore
Is an eyesore. What has she to do with it?

cute

97

Give Any Room A Lift!
Colorful mod pillows.
Use on couch, bed or floor.

DEAR ABBY: Where did you ever get the'idea that it's
a wife's "ctuty" to get her husband up in the morning? If a
man is old enough to get married he should be old enough to
get himself up.
I can remember my mother "getting my father up"
every morning, and there was a fight in our house that
lasted 20 years because of it. It used to start my mother's
day off wrong and my father used to go to work irritated
and resentful.
Before I was married my mother told me to never be a
man's alarm clock, and I took her advice.
My husband has to get himself up. And he's been late
only once and then he had only himself to blame.
NO ALARM CLOCK

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box ROW Les Angeles, Cal.
Buck Florida's yearroond resort
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
• King sire heated/swimming pool, oceanside
envelope.
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated, Telephones
tend St to Abby. Box 0570, Los Angeles, Cal. 90009.
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf PRACTICAL JOKER FIRED SURGERY FOR RESTON
courses
England NEW YORK (UPI)—James
BIRMINGHAM;
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
(UPI) — Frank Norton, 32, Reston, a vice president and
fishing
thought it would be a good Joke columnist for The New York
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN to send out a letter to a few of Times underwent successful
his office colleagues telling surgery for
appendicitis in
Write today for tree brochure sod rates:
them their salaries would,be Communist China, the paper
cut $360 a year.
said today.
Two of them did not see the The operation was performed
humor and complained to their by Chinese physicians in the
422 NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept.
boss.
Anti-Imperialist Hospital in
Norton was fired
Peking, the Times said.

by CANNON
60% Cotton
40% Polyester
Soft pastel stripes.
Lightweight, warm.
Size 70"x80"

— 50' WILL HOLD —

DEAR NO ALARM: There are two lessees to be learned
here. ill Never be a man's alarm clock. 121 It's much easier
to tell someone else what to do than to do it oneself.
•

(bake BEACH MOTEL

44
SHOP ROSES

DEAR ABBY: What can a mother do when she has a
19-year-old daughter who comes in at 7:30 a. m and expects
to be greeted with open arms? If I raise my voice she tells
me I'm crazy.
I can't throw her out as she has no job, no money and
no husband. She has a 10-month-old baby I love very much.
I take care of the baby while she sleeps all day.
My daughter is a beautiful girl with a nice figure and
she doesn't hesitate to tell you so. I only wish her brain was
the same.
Your column is the only thing she ever reads in the
paper. Maybe if you printed this, it might wake her up.
MOM

DEAR HUNGRY: Your man doesn't know haw to give
love because be has never been taught, and he probably
hadn't received much love in his early life. Teach him But
not in a drive-an.
•
•

41P

• Automatic Control with Night Light
• Completely Washable
• Moth Proof

Soft fluffy bath
towels in several
colors as well as
stripes.

Wrought iron look trim
on red, green or amber
base. 30" Tall
Regular 59.97

LAMP SHADE
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KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER 111 TIMES - Mt_ KO
everyone can read their books and articles on Dowers and things
Os Colonials
of nature. Miss Wharton, professor and chairman of the depart_
meat of biology at Georgetown College, and Mr. Barbour,
/ UK1K,l‘o
'THE L_AK.117
THEI,..1 WHAT
professor of zoology at the University at Kentucky, collaborated
I 1-1ElLe TI-41S' [WICK'? P
20 1OU 1..)
on the guide to wildflowers and ferns which was published dna
/TIS
aXPORT?
year by The University Press.
THAT
Back in the spring while spending a day at Robinson Forest in
Breathitt County,immense patches of blue covered steep hillside
41r
and edged outcroppings of cliffs and rocks. Wild blue Mot
seemed to be competing with a blue sky to make Eastern Kpn.
lucky beautiful after a hard winter, and a forest fire that had
blackened wide areas.
WlerlOr
Seeing thick carpets of blue phlox on Troublesome and
•1\
IIIIit liltI
passage
111
IP:4 ft aCP
a
of
from
Mevyje
me
reminded
Buckhorn Creeks
N/
Shackelford's booklet, Wildflowers of Kentucky," published by
leir& 0
W
UK's Cooperative attention Service. The Beattyville writer had
'.20
Jescribed the swift passing summer and its star-shaped rose
pinks observed on dry, sandy byways, then stated: "To come
OlAbmor
upon a roadbank covered with these gorgeous wildflowers is to
share the experience of a naturalist who wanted to halt, sit down
Ll‘i? butat
Gent/
reanv,
and drink his fill of their beauty."
;a
OeltAe,d`4"
'loco;
The time has come when not just the poet but everyone can and
\,‘
the
must appreciate a blue sky with fluffy white clouds, tall trees
casting cool shade, green grass and flowers. A poet may use a
7vivid imagination and see many things in a flower-a star, a tiny
.
person or even an entire world in miniature. But an everyday
0
9-t.k?Q
oav•
"
workman may look at the flower and see it for what it is, a
flower, and however inadequate his vocabulary, derive the same
pleasure from its beauty.
In Fayette County recently crown vetch made a soft pink cloud,
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SUMMER IS TIME TO HALT, SIT
DOWN AND DRINK WILDFLOWER BEAUTY
By Helen Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. -I complained because of the weeds,
then one morning the weeds had blooms-exquisite flowers that
had colors nuances of palest lavender to brightest blue. Clay
County chicory seemed bluest-a bright ultramarine or electric
blue-until the same color showed up in Rowan County flowers.
Chicory blue will tint the Kentucky landscape from now until
late autumn. It is an abundant flower, edging roadsides for mile
after mile. Because of its abundance, I stopped one morning in
Johnson County to gather a bouquet, but almost immediately the
blooms began to close and the bright circles of blue disappeared.
A great part of Kentucky's beauty and glow is in her wildflowers, and being something of a novice in identifying these
bits of color that sometimes spread to make great patches of blue
or yellow or pink on hillside and meadow I find the book, "A
Guide to the Wildflowers and Ferns of Kentucky," available.
Most people who love the hills as I do already know much about
wildflowers. Their knowledge is that of experience and living and
working close to earth, rather than that gained from books,
classes and field trips.
Butfor those who are more or less bound to a typewriter, office,
home or car, a book is a must. Not everyone can live next door to
plevyle Shackefford, Roger Barbour or
Wharton, but

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
Kind of
fabric
Later
Mortified
Tree of
myrtle family
(Pl.)
Animal's foot
Follow
7 Likely
Conjunction
Inclined
1
1 Babylonian
deity
Temporary
shelter (pl.)
Fame Islands
whirlwind
Hind part
Femalldeer
Compass point
Face of watch
Quaking
Twisted
Cooled lava
Range of
,
56
1.1
2

't

t

Portend
Spanish
article
Earn
41 C.ornunction
42 Real estate
dealer
45 Greek
letter
46 Girt's name
46 Item of
.fxoPerfY
Simian
Change
Cried
et talliellroist
One
105 Cornered

;

DOWN
1 Purs..wo
2 Uncoolual

3 Printer's
measure
4 Skins
5 Girl's name
6 Penetrating
7 Escape
8 Preposition
9 Girl's name
10 Arrwnd
11 Quarrel
13 Heavenly
- body
16 Accumulates
in volume
19 Stricter
20 Toper
23 Famed
26 Ardent
28 Symbol for
samarium
29 Roman gods

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

000 SO 0000G
OOMOUM 0331MUO
00 0000000 00
OM 0000 000M
0000 0000 0010
1300010 0000 00
0000
BB 0000 V0000
000 0000 OMMO
amp 0000 MO
MO 000000M MO
000000 033000
0001010 00 000

Dom

zo
31 Latin
conjunction
32 Note of scale
33 Boundary
36, Pinched
37 Wild hog
38 Mollifies
39 Engine

40
43
44
47
49

Bound
Direction
Trial
Hail!
Man's
nickname
51 Exists
53 Remain
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a delicate tint that shaded to deeper rose all it grew and bloomed
along highways, making a perfect foil for beautiful bluegrass. In
Morgan, Magoffin, Jolmson, Floyd, Pike and other counties
making up the Cumberland Plateau, the orange daylily is a
delught to travelers. Called tiger lily by some, this flower seems
to grow best along a roadway where it can be seen and admired,
rather than in some secluded hollow to be chanced upon by an
occasioner hiker.
I know farm women who can gather an armload of flowers from
nearby fields, plop them into an old stone sealing jar or a halfgallon green glass jar and without so much as rearranging a stem
or bloom have a bouquet fit for the houses of Williamsburg-or for
that matter, fit for the houses in Lawrence, Owaley, Jackson,
Martin and Boyd.
They pinch off about halfway down the stern if the flowers are
purple ironweed, pink Joe-pye weed and Queen Anne's lace;
almost to the ground if they are going to mix In yellow coneflowers, goldenrold, black-eyed and brown-eyed daisies.
Sometimes they mix in spangle-grass, tall clovers, and life
everlasting. A country bouquet has charm in every leaf and
flower.
Now when I travel Mountain Parkway, other highways and
byways of Kentucky I count my wildflowers books as part of the
passenger lists. Here are some of the flowers I look for now,
through August and even later: there are frightening names like
snakeroot, rattlesnake plantain, bear's foot, tickseed and madJog skullcap; the funny flowers, lopseed, monkey flower, horse
balm, cat-tail, poke-berry; the Indian plantains and arrowheads;
rushes for chart caning and umbrella sedge that is not for a rainy
Jay.
These are the rose mallows in Western Kentucky and the cool
mints in the mountains. This summer wildflower beauty includes
mist-flower, blazing star, jewelseed, aster, cardinal flower,
thistle, butterfly weed, evening primrose, genttian morning,
glory, bell-flowers, selfheal, catnip, pennyroyal.
From one of the books I learn that sneezeweed is a flower
thatsometimes is sniffed like snuff. The sneeze comes after the
sniff rather than from pollen that floats through the air.
Travelers in Morgan County might be surprised to find two
areas that go by the same name--Ditony and Ditony Ridge. Now
I'm wondering if both neighborhoods were so named because of
the abundance of the flower Dittany,a small purple-blue bloom on
stems from 1 to 1 le feet high.
There are many suprises in wildflowers. Some flowers can be
made into medicines, some can be eaten-and some can become
that cup of balm that causes the traveler to "halt, sit down and
drink his fill of their beauty."

This ad coulcl
be worth money to you.
Take advanta2e of this special Singer Savngs Offer at a Saw dealer
ckring thq Singer 120th Birthday Sale!

Get One Touch Sewing at a $75 saving
when you buy this Touch & Sew* sewing
machine! One touch and you switch from
straight to zig-zag.7 stretch stitches, too.
Built-in buttonholer, exclusive Push-Button
Bobbin.Buy now and save!

We have a credit plan designed to fit mu budget.

APPROVED 141 NCIIt DEALER

MURRAY SEWING CENTER Open 8:00 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Bel Air Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
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FLOODS KILL 37
SEOUL (UPI)-The Korean
government said today 37
persons were killed, 17 were
missing and 41 were injured in
mudslides and flooding caused
by weekend rins in Seoul and
other parts of central Korea.
Five inches of rain fell in four
hours.
The government said at least
2,700 persons were homeless.
A mudslide on the western
edge of Seoul buried four
houses. Nine persons were
crushed to death and 10 others
Injured.
V sets' JOBS INCREASE
WASHINGTON (UPI I-The
unemployment rate for Vietnam era veterans aged 20 to 29
has declined from 11 per cent
in February to 8.1 per cent in
June.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics said its latest figures
Indicated the unemployment
rate for male nonveterans in
the same age group also fell,
from 8.7 per cent in February
to 7.8 per cent last month. -
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ASSETS
1. Cask and due from banks (including t 750.010.55 unposted debits)

1

2. U.S. Treasury sseuritiar
8. Obligations of other U.S. Oovermarat agendas sod esrporelisas
4. Obligations of States and political =milldam.ninlE
6. Other securities (including 5
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& Other lama
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13. Other assets
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LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, sad earporatiose
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CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
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U. Equity capital. total
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1. Averige of total deposits for the 15 calendar dare ending with mil date
2. Average of total loans for the 16 calendar days ending with call date
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Ited-Mot Motors
A small electric motor that literally runs "red-hot" at about
13R2 dgrees Fahrenheit has special field windings made of • I1141105 MA RR FOR
NOTS,X11 MAL)
silver-palladium alloy

coated
with nickel. When the motor is
heated to its high temperature,
the wire creates its own electrical insulation as the nickel
changes to nickel oxide.
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Political booklets
swap punches
lion watchers here are leaning
heavily now on the technique of
"pamphleteering."
These short partisan booklets
and press releases are arriving
at *news desks t/woughout the

capital with increasing regularity. The game, as played
with ma-easing fervor by both
Republicans and Democrats, is
either to debunk or darify what
has been printed by newspapers or espoused by members of Congress in speeches.
One of the strongest dialogues is being waged by the
Republican National Committee, through "Monday," its
weekly publication, and the
public relations mill of Lawrence O'Brien, chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.
Particularly since the arrival
of Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas
as national chairman, ''Monday" has taken on a sharper
tone. Its most recent slap was
directly at Sen. George McGovern of South Dakota, whom the
publication charges is merely a
front man for the new backseat candidacy of Sen. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts.
Also in on the act is Mrs.
Phyllis Schlafly, who through a
June newsletter distributed
primarily to conservative Republicans, raises serious questions about the electability of
President Nixon to a second
term.
The Schlafly publication,
"Monday" and frequent newsletters from the liberal Republican Ripon Society all reflect
divergent thoughts within the
GOP.
::other side of town, the
petit:
atic National Committee's daily outpouring of paper
centers directly on a criticism
of President Nixon — without
any outward leaning to the
presidential bids of McGovern,
Kennedy or any other potential

candidates.
Many who scan these and
other publications have a consensus between-the-lines reading of their purpose — and _Nixon and his potential *dyerseries actually are faring as of
midsummer 1970.
Over-the-counter talk between the haves and have-riots
of both parties generally reflects the following line:
Nixon — Despite polls showing a slip in popularity and
party criticism over some
phases of the 1970 campaign,
the President is probably better off than most close to the
scene here are willing to
wager. Most see him running in
1972 as well as he did in 1968 or
somewhat stronger.
Vice President Agnew —
Now a name known in every
household of America, few Republicans see any chance that
he will be deposed from the 1972

count totally any effort by
Mayor John Lindsay of New
York to become a Democrat
and seek the nomination in
:972
Most Republicans would
Like to be rid of him," a national
uummittee source said. "But no
one believes the Democrats
uuld ever swallow him."

Big Beef Supply on Way
Greater supplies of the already large supply of beef
are expected this summer
and fall as additional cattle
are marketed from the nation's feedlots, according to
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board. There have been
larger numbers of cattle on
feed this year than in the
same periods of last year.
This is partially due to the
drouth in the Southwest
where unfavorable range conditions caused cattlemen to
move their beef animals into
ticket. Likewise, a rerun of the feedlots sooner and in larger
Nixon-Agnew team of 1968 does numbers.
not bode well for the always
simmering presidential hopes More Pigs to Market
While more hogs will be
of Gov. Ronald Reagan of Calislaughtered this summer
fornia.
Again, a general consensus of than last, the rate of increase in pork supply will be
Democrats shows:
lower than it has been since
Sen. Edmund Muskie — Still the first of the year. The
among
especially
favorite
the
current uptrend in pork proless liberal members who feel duction is expected to turn
he could pull more Republican around in the fall because
votes against Nixon than any of a reduction in the pig
other Democrat.
crop. This has been,brought
Sen. Hubert Humphrey — Al- on by higher feed prices,
ways commands loyalty from a drastically lower prices resignificant blocs within the ceived for hogs and uncerparty but cannot hope for a fer- tainties about the effect of
vent draft from a confused the corn blight on this year's
party next year.
corn crop.
Sen. Kennedy — Always a
Less Lamb and Veal
Chapstrong candidate despite
Although lamb production
paquiddick and growing antiKennedy sentiment among was up earlier this year,
many new party professionals. moderately smaller supplies
are expected during the reSenators Harold Hughes, mainder of 1971. Veal output
Birch Bayh and Henry Jackson will continue down as fewer
— All are ambitious, unknown, calves are sold for veal,
underfinanced and, generally, going instead into feedlots
hoping for that "stroke of to become fed beef.
political lightning" which
struck Agnew at Miami Beach Penny Plus Per Second
in 1968.
Recent survey taken by
Republicans also tend to din- large chain store shows shoppers make three trips to the
store a week. Seventy-five
per cent of items are purchased at week's end. The
average major weekly shopping trip takes 27 minutes
with customer spending an
average of 66 cents per
minute.
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Why settle for last year's model of another brand?
Our newest Magnavox fall models are here—now!

This is your year
to hear how good
your budget
can sound!

Charming Early American styling—model 3022. Also
available in Mediterranean and Contemporary design. Your
choice of three authentic styles. All are available with Stereo
FM /AM radio added—at extra cost. See them now?
DISPUTED—There is a dispute on between the Philippines a n d Nationalist
China (Formosa) over
ownership of Spratly Island. an obscure speck in
the South China Sea you'd
think nobody would want. .
On detailed maps, it still
looks like a nothing.

New Magnavox solid-state
compact stereo phonograph
You probably thought you could never enjoy a Magnavox Stereo console for so
little! And—that's not all you get—you get really fine furniture styling in a spacesaving, authentically designed cabinet that is ideal for smaller rooms or apartments!
Only 36" wide, this exceptional value offers 10-Watts EIA music power, a precision Automatic Mark I Record Player with Diamond Stylus, plus four high fidelity
speakers that project sound from both sides and front of the cabinet to extend
stereo separation to the width of your room. There's even reccircistorage area!
Magnavox has been making it sound great . . . and look great—for over 60 years!
So—come in and discover the wonderful world of Magnavox Stereo?

New Stereo Component
Phonograph System

Obediently. Safely. Those safety front disc brakes
stop when you want them to, even when they're wet.
They're weatherproof so rain and puddles slide off instead
of being sucked in. And when you drive in the slick, your
Datsun 1200 Sport Coupe stays steady.
Steady, too, in a heavy cross-wind. Even
when passing monster trucks make other small
cars wobble and sway. Datsun's stylish lines are
wind tunnel tested to roaVe sure of it
This is a fine fair-weather friend, too
Parking's as easy as sliding a coin in a meter And
there's loads of room for what you buy and carry.
A lot for $1,1366'? Drive a Datera...then decide.

If you want great sound, a modest price . . . plus the flexibility of a component
system. Magnavox has a wide selection of systems from which to choose! Compact, solid-state model 9280 offers 6-Watts EIA music power,two 6" high fidelity
speakers—one in each speaker cabinet, plus a 4-speed Micro-Changer with
Diamond Stylus and 45 RPM adaptor. It will bring you remarkable performance and
wonderful listening enjoyment from your favorite recordings. It even has a jack
and switch for an optional stereo headphone! You would expect to pay much more!

'Plus tea. IK pose. local frelet
dealef preporat.on Automethc
transmsvon ophonal

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Opon Evonings Till 8:00 *
Phone 753-7114
So. 12th Street

Leadership and excellence in electronics since 1911

NEW PEACE TALKER—William J. Porter, 57, who has
been ambassador to South
Korea, is replacing David
K. E. Bruce, 73, as chief
peace negotiator for the
U S in Paris.
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Anyone Can

HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY
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Winners: You may receive
your Bibles by appearing

1f••

36•.3„

advertisement carries your name

3

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

0.•

KUT 'N KURL

1=
46.

BEAUTY SHOP

Highway 6411,
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Bone Steak

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753.1602

J Graham
Box 26, Almo

"And when thin saw Him, they
worshipped Him: but SIMS
doubted."
Found between Matthew V and

Rhonda Sledd
1609 Dodson, Murray

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071

•

"My Father worketh hitherto,
and I work."
Found between John I and 6.

"This is My belOved Son, hear
Him"
Found behenfern Luke • and 10

•

•

"He shell give his angels
charge over thee, to keep
thee"
Found between Luke 3 and 5.

"Thy sins be forgiven thee;
Arise and take up thy bed, and
walk."
Fokind between Mark 1 and 3.

S. 12th Street

511 South 12th St.
Phone 753-7451

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Thoir•Viay".

"My name is Legion. tor WO
are many."
Found between Mark 4 and 6.

Reba Clayton
312 S Nth, Murray

I love them that love me. and
those that seek me early shall
find me."
Found between ProverbS 7 and
•

'Tent OayS of our years are
meet score and years and ten''
Found between Psalms 90 and

Aism..•••••

BANK OF MURRAY
TT

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Singer Sewing Machines

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service experience

STOKES TRACTOR

1 GROU

MURRAY BRANCH

Glen Reeder
1404 Poplar, Murray

"The idols or the heathen are
silver and gold, the work of
men's emends."
,Founds between Psalms 133
and 136

SOO Chestnut St
Murray, Ky
Call 753-6550

1 GR1

& Implement Co.

K-N ROOT BEER

Industrial Avenue
Phone 153-1319

Federal Savings & Loan

DiNve-In
4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

Main St

Ronnie Martin
Rt 6, Murray

The beloved Of the Lard shall
dwell in safety by Him."
Found between Deuteronomy
32 and 35

. --. . . . .- .., - - - ,
FoodOutut/
I

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

ILI 1

Southside Shopping Center

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

Mrs. Medye Christenbery
Rt. 1, Murray

"Give thy servant an understanding heart .Found between 1 Kings 1 and

Mrs. Pearl Kelso
Rt. 1, Murray

As the hart pantem after fru
water brooks, SO Pante''
, my
soul after thee, 0 God."
Found between Psalms 40 and
44

Susan Reaves
Rt. I, By. 314, Murray

t

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Funeral Home

-

Bet-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

's one stop
sev.ing Center

713 S. 4th St
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-6000

eowits

TV SERVICE
CENTER

as
•

Bob Stephens
Rt. 1 Kirksey
•

James Harmon
1214 Dogwood Dr , Murray

PHONE 753-1462
109 SO
MURRAY

Mrs Homer Farris
1709 Ryan, Murray

Barbara Bean
Rt. 5, Murray

kV

Across fro
ROy English R Ph
Byron Forbes R Ph

' AKC TOY Poodlt
Setter Puppies. Pho
t 1882.

Mrs. Donnie Duncan
Rt. 1, Dexter

Kevin Barrett
Rt. 2, Hazel

•••••..

'Peace be won thee
Found between Judges IS and
20

American
Motors

kr
4
W•sclom
is be ''Cr
than
rvearxins ot war But one sinner
CleCtrOVeth MVO, good"
and between Ecclesiastes S
and II
OM new NUKE ne

NV
0140

CAIN & TREAS
DOA Coldwater Rd
753-64411

rI
Rt.

Keiser Jeep

Cheryl Tremblay
1 SX . 206, Farmingtni,

"Entry IhOU not the oppress,
and choose none or 's wars
Found between P r •r h2 4,
6

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
520 S 4th St
753-7494
"Complete Fabric

Selection"

Danny Maxey
1612 Main, Murray

Man trial hath friends rinus
show himself friendly "
Found between Proverbs 17
rscs 70
minaleasaa..PILAldaa0/111

•40 .r

il•

TIMANQ I

..•0*****

CORVETTE LANES
16 Lanes
Mike St
Mgr
6:00-11:00 Daily
12. 30-1100 Sunday

Tammy Curd
514 Welitnell, Murray

After thoi manner And I
'mar
dr'tde of Judah, and the
areal pride of Jervilalem "
•../nd between Jeremiah i7
,• 14

4-arjr,
NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. S miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6

Crawford Mc Neeley
Lynn Grove

Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road
Union Oil Dealer

,BFGoodrich/

Sandra Stevens
Rt. 1, Kirksey

o Jerus•lern, wash thine
heart from wickedn•16, that
Ihou milfellt be Saved ..••
Found between Jeforntah 3 and
6

HUGHES
PAINT
,
`STORE

"He shall stretch
th his hand
also upon the countries "
Found between Daniel 10 Ann
I)

••
I the Lord shall arise
upon thee, and hes glory shall
be seen upon thee"
Founb between Isaiah 51 and 62

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.
Hot Point Appliances. F Poor
covering, Furniture
2 mi on 641 N
Phone 753 4566
Open 8 00 1 30
6 Days a Week

Mrs. Billy Buchanan
New Concord

"0 God thou art my God,
&ill I seek thee."
Found between Psalms 61 and

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
Evinrude—Glastron
Tidocratt

••
'c

iks‘'

1407 Main — 753-4602
Open 7:00 a.m. - s:oo p.m.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

Ronnie Stubblefield
Rt. 2, Hazel

.• The Lord is my helper, and
I will not fear what man shall
do unto me,"
Found between Hebrews 17 And
13
yeataatillana======

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

Complete Service Shop
7111 South 4th
Murray

Joe Kim Harmon
1214 Dogwood, Murray

UNIROYAL TIRES
Howe of

MURRAY HOME
81 AUTO STORE
Chestnut St. — 7S3-2571
Your Zenith

TIGER PAW
and
6

Helen Tidwell
Rt. 1, By 132, meytieici

' The labour of the fooltsh
wear lefty every one of them.„"
Found between Ecclesiastes •
and 11

Mrs. Margaret Boyd
Rt. 2, Murray

"Thy w•ichmen shall lift up
,line voice
with the voice
lugether shall they sing "
FOund between Isaiah St and 32

••••1110005411W.06 Imo•
MOM* of Colony Paints

604 S. 12th St.
Phone (502) 753-7114

Colony

PAINTS

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

mar'
Charles L. Stubblefield
1611 Sunset Or Murray

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

elk
.
st

Dealer
for 16 years

FREEZERS—NEVI
shest, $224.40 dello(
upright $244.66
Montgomery Ward,
1966.
15' ANDERSON
boat. 25 H.P.
electric start moto
All good condition
8661.
195 FORD TRACTO

Sherman back hoe.
6402.
1963

CHEVROLI

ramp truck with 12
7534402.

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1481

SeRans-Wagefis-Pick-ups
Sport cars
Ola Mae Roberts
Rt I By 270, Murray

Tre Lord is good unto them
'hat wail for him "
Found between Lamentations
a-t

THE RAIN TIRE

polarKran—ctarcraft—Boat
Campers
401 Maple St
Phone 753-3642

It ye be reproached foe the
name of (h•ist, Happy are
Found between I Peter I and 4
•

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, inc.

a
•

Be gentle unto all Ten
ound between 2 Timothy 1 and

The

MA ST

U.S. HI North
Phone-502-753-3200
Mrs. Mattie Tubbs
114 N. 5th, Murray

1

Wir.....

Acitiand DA.119.3

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-51145
Eight year pro-rated picture
tube warranty
Curtis-Mathis
Home Appliances—TV, Tape
player & Acc., car stereo

—s
REDUCE
1

'My soul followeth hard after
thee: thy right hand upholdelh
me."
Found between Psalms 61 and

8.1-Air Shopping Center

Dale Mathis
Pt 3 Bx 209, Murray

Values ti

Ultip•

allflaaa

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

ION

"Ask of me whatsoever Mau
wilt, and I will give it thee."
Found between Mark 5 end 7.

Incorporated

304 E
John Brinkley
Rt 2, Hazel

LOP

Janice Compton
Rt, 2, Murray

ME. =lb IM

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service
South 12Th Street
Phone 753-4131

Highway 94
7513734 or 7515693

Values to

-eine Food For
Fine Folks."

CARROLL VW

641 Super Shell

SHO

NMI

LYONS
Metal—Woodcraft, Metal &
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

SHO

Kelley's
Termite;
and (?
Pest (1
Controft

JOHNSON'S

Mrs Hamp Brooks
Rt 2 By 340, Murray

-He is not the God of the dead,
but the 0Cid Of the living."
Found between Mark 12 and 14.

1 GR

"Ye shell know that I am the
Lord."
Found between Ezekiel 6 and II

GROCERY

ENTER NOW!

"Blessed are Meow. in
1dr they shafl se* God"Marl;
FaAnd behreen Mathew
4 and

"Is It unlawful to heal on the
14W:sans days?"
Found between Matthew 11 and
13

')TEAK HOUSE

Holy Bible
covco.r,

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

Felecia Elkins
New Concord

,
Thou , 0 Lard, remains.
forever; thy throne from
generation to generation."
Found between Lamentations 3
and 5

in person at the business whose

•

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service

PAGE NINE.

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for LS weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which ills
taken,' together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE t3) verses on this page to participate in the award of
X Bibles that will be given away each week. You may ester
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 2$
weeks program,until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

"For Gad sent not His Son intc
ine world to codemn the world;
but that the world through Him
might be saved."
Found between John 2 and 4.

TUESDAY—JULY 21). 1971

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency
901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

Emma Lee Tucker
Rt, 1, Kirksey

" A good
understanding have
all they that do
Ns command
ments ••
Found between Psalms
10111 and
113
mum= melimellir

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Mein
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 121 South

Concord Read
153-5712

Rt

Bettie Baker
1, Bx 317, Murray

For S,
AMA
PAR
GROWN MAt
for no
May see
5:30 p.m. ur

Kevin Penick
Rt 2, Murray

Mrs

Joe Hemp Curd
Rt 2, Hazel

chi
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•

get the job clone
FOR SALE

FOR

SALL

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

Travel Up, Road Deaths Down
Since 1st Interstates Built

LOCAL BUSINESS wants exNORGE GAS dryer, very good
perienced office personnel. Send
condition. Phone 436-5400. J21C
resume of personal, educational
and employment background FRANKFORT, Ky.-Highway 1955.
BALDWIN SMALL upright
South Fulton. Tennessee
including machines able to Travel in Kentucky has risen 106
piano. Guaranteed in perfect
The Department of TranJ20C
operate efficiently to P.O. Box 32 per cent while the highway death sportation study, he noted,
condition. Call 753-5611.
1Nt, SATURDAY MITE
FRIDAY MITE
J20C
E,Murray,Kentucky.
toll is down 40 per cent since showed a 43 percent decrease in
JULY 24th
24
JULY 23rd
TWO MALE Beagle A-1 rabbit
construction began on the rural-area fatalities and a 15 per
WANTED: nation's interstate highway cent decrease in urban-area
The Fabulous...
iiumLWOHKERS
dogs, 18 months old. Also a
Values from 165.00 to '95.00
part-time, full-time work at home system in 1955.
cabinet T.V. Call 753-6040 or 436fatalities on the 7000 miles of
J2OP
mailing our circulars. For details These encouraging statistics Interstate roads.
2105.
rush self-addressed, stamped are included in a just-completed
"On our total rovis system,"
East State Line
South Fulton, Tenn.
envelope,and ak to US En- study by James Sewell, executive Sewell explained, "Kentucky is
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
•
•
•
•••••
••••
•
•
•
•
••••••••%.•••••••
%NA's%•••,
11
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, assistant for the Kentucky down over 35 per cent for rural
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Two PROFESSIONAL, EX- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC Traffic Safety Coordinating fatalities and nearly 45 per cent
Shores.
Panorama
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living room, PERIENCED painter, will work
Committee.
for the urban during the same
separate dining room, central contract jobs, on hourly basis,
period."
air- has own equipment. Call 489and
heat
electric
Sewell said that in 1955, Ken- He said the decrease in fatal
,
conditioning, all new appliances, 2287.
tucky's total road system ac- accidents,"when compared with
J21P
including washer. On private lot.
cident rate showed 8.9 deaths per the phenomenal increase in
J20C CEFTIC TANK cleaning, back
Phone 436-5571.
Values from '30,00 to '65.00
hundred million miles traveled, travel, can be attributed to a
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753with a total of 9 billion, 698 million number of factors, such as better
you
like
to
Would
GEORGE YOU tend to the kids 5933.
JulY29C
vehicle miles traveled. In 1970, highway design, construction and
EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two
and I will clean the carpets with
manage Murray's finest Kentucky averaged 5.36 deaths maintenance, traffic controls,
Blue Lustre as I rented a new WANTED: ODD JOBS Phone bedroom brick in Meadow Green
and
ONE GROUP ...
regulations
per hundred million miles with a driver
J20C Acres. 11/2 ceramic tile baths,
FABRIC SHOP?
shampooer from Western Auto, 753-9511.
total of 19 billion, 960 million automobiles and increased
carpeted, carport. For inHome of The Wishing
emphasis on driver education.
miles traveled.
Send resume or call:
J20C
J21C WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots formation call 753-3161.
Well."
Sewell said his investigation "We still have a number of
Inside city limits. Reasonable
was sparked by statistics difficult problems confronting
17' THOMPSON Boat, 75 H.P. rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
released by the U. S. Department us," he added."We killed 1069 on
Evinrude, tilt trailer, convertible
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
314 North Main
•
of Transportation, which showed Kentucky highways last year and
ONE GROUP ...
top, camping top, loaded with
Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
4" Plastic Wells
a drop in rural and urban high- if we continue at the present rate,
Murray
extras, $1250.00. Call Farmington
TFC
p.m.
way fatalities on 7000 miles of we'll lose about a thousand this
AYLOR WELL
J23C
382-2299.
interstate highways in 39 states. year."
Phone 753-4850
DRILLING
NEW THREE bedroom home
The statistics were contained in a Sewell cited the drinking driver
to
COCKER SPANIEL pups AKC
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
"
study begun in and Kentucky's judicial system
registered. Blonde, shots,
Lake, 16 miles from Murray, WANTED: FEMALE to work at co continuing
247-5556
as two major problem areas, but
dewormed.Phone 753-5605. J21P
some finish work yet to be done, Lynn Grove Egg Company.
ONE GROUP ...
Complete Well
"The greatest enstated,
calls
ramp
phone
and
beach
no
boat
includes
person,
in
Apply
Service
to our traffic safety
cumbrance
'SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
J26C
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs. please. Full time work.
efforts is now and has always
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Kenbeen the attitude of every inTFC
Tenn.
TFC AMBITIOUS PERSON-Needed
tucky.
driver. If we could
dividual
WILL TAKE care of three elderly
conServe
expansion.
to
SMALL FARM; good location; e
improve that, we could cut our
Rawleigh Household
SEARS STEEL storage building, ladies in my home. For inwith
sumers
ONE GROUP ...
business or future investment.
highway death toll to nearly
inside deminsions, 5'x7'. Good formation phone 753-6607 before
full or spare time. Can
One mile East Murray, ap- Products
nothing."
condition. $45.00 Phone 7534299 12:00 noon or after 8:00p.m. J22C
per week or more.
$125
earn
proximately 10 acres pasture.
J22C
or 435-5175.
giving phone no.: Ray
Write
EXPERIENCED BABY Sitter Hog wire fencing stables water Harris, Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Gov. Louie B. Nunn told a
Values to '9.50
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
10x55 Mobile Home with 10 x 10 will keep any age children in her
Illinois or call 815-232-4161 bet- Greenbo Lake State Park
J22C For appointment call 436J21C audience that tourists in 1970
Extend() on living room, 3 home. Phone 492-8190.
ween 8 and 4:30.
7
TFiLi
2173
bedrooms, carpeted, fully inspent $542 million in Kentucky,
sulated, two air conditioners.
rate of travel
the highest
FOR RENT
I FOR SALE by OWNER
Available August 7th. Set up
spending in the state's history.
Wall Street Chatter
Mobile Home Village. $2900.00 IARGE ROOMS with recreation
The governor made the
Four bedroom tri-level near
NEW YORK (UPI)-In light
436Phone
Estate.
Country
area.
Call 753-9949.
J27P
remarks as he dedicated a new of economic prospects for the
new high scnom. Large cien with
Ju1y29C
2173.
$1.7 million guest lodge, named in next six to twelve months, the
fire place, two full baths, fully
PENTA TREATED lumber.
honor of famed Kentucky author market is in an oversold
equipped kitchen, separate
Resistant to rot and termites. FURNISHED APARTMENTS, dining
and Greenup County native Jesse condition, Alexander Hamilton
room,
carpeted
Ideal for boat docks and any one and two bedrooms. Washers throughout. Central heat and
Stuart.
Institute believes. Spells of
Zimweather exposed uses. Murray and dryeps available.
[h* market weakness should be
in
factors
Major
air, spacious closets and
of
Department
Kentucky
The
Lumber Co., Maple Street, merman Apartments, South 16th garage. Price reduced.
growth of Ken: regarded as buying opportuniChild Welfare has launched a phenomenal
J20C
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC Street. Phone 753-6609.
parks, Governor ties, it ways.
state
tucky's
campaign to place 100 delinquent
Nunn said, have been the $35
753-6690
PHONE
homes.
foster
in
children
1414'GLASTRON BOAT, 50 H.P. TWO BEDROOM duplex with
on facility improvement
A serious liquidity problem
William R. Ryan, the depart- million
highway overhangs the market and what
electric start Johnson motor, central air, central heat, fully
increased
and
director of community
ment's
No
753-9741.
Phone
carpeted.
2 has happened to IBM and
skis, convertible, trailer, moving
1
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
development during the past 3/
J23C full basement, large corner lot, services, said the youths now in
cover, and all other excess. Boar pets.
AT&T is an omen of what is in
throughout the state, years.
institutions
3 weeks old, $2050.00. Phone 75375x150. Owner transferring. 1700
travel provides jobs for store for many blue chips and
from the mildly delinquent He said
range
furnished
BEDROOM
ONE
6344.
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
J22C
more than 28,000 Kentuckians, glamor stocks that have been
more hostile.
apartment, air-conditioned 753-4178.
TFC to the
and 10 per cent of all retail bought heavily_ by institutions,
Welfare
Child
state
the
of
Some
Water and sewerage paid
WHIRLPOOL
business is generated by travel. according to T. J. Holt & Co. A
spacious institutions are overcrowded,
M
REFRIGERATOR, two years Available now. Phone 753-9741 FOUR-BEDROO
Since 1967,state taxes collected highly defensive investment
the
placing
J23(. home on Hermitage. 2,500 square Ryan explained, and
old. Looks like new. Phone 489- No pets.
from travel and tourism position is advisable, the firm
directly
feet of living space plus two car 100 delinquents in foster homes in
2152.
J22C
have increased by $50 million, he says.
for
provide
to
plan
alternate
an
landfully
150x380
lot
on
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, garage
added.
J24C their care.
1971 YAMAHA 115-B, 350 cc. 2,000 private. Air-conditioned with scaped.Call 753-7905.
park The market is in a testing
recent
other
suitable In
find
to
effort
an
In
at
Located
miles. Includes; carrier, sissy automatic washer.
developments:
phase and there is little reason
the
children,
for
parents
fOster
205')
to
80'
sale
for
LOTS
LAKE
J20C
bar, helmet with bubble. Phone Stella. Phone 489-2595.
-Five new vacation cottages, to believe it will move upward
placing
is
department
the
streetweather
all
frontage on
Across from MSU Library Phone 753-3242
767-4997 after 6:00 p.m.
and a p golf anytime soon, Standard &
J22P
ntral classified advertisements in 10 new lodge rooms
TWO bedroom duplex $695 to $1395-Lake access-Ce
at Pine Poor's says, nevertheless, prodedicated
were
shop
pro
down and newspapers throughout the state.
upartment. Central heat and air, water system.$10 to $14
Mountain State Park.
fits probably will continue to
$250,000
totaling
funds
J26C
Federal
436-5320.
Phone
month.
$130.00
per
carpet,
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
per month. Phone
broken for a 12- grow this year and in 1972,
I AKC TOY Poodles and Irish 144 PT. GLASSand $83,333 in state monies are -Ground was
753.7850.
as
appear
witti
they
spots
remove
TFC
room addition to the guest lodge justifying a continued construcIron, sktis, convertible, trailer, ...e Lustre. Rent electric
j Setter Puppies. Phone 753TWO BEDROOM house, kitchen, financing an experimental
A14C moving cover, and all other.som
and for a swimming pool at tive market approach, the
1862.
the
advertising
which
Cl.Big .
of
hall
project,
bath,
room,
living
den,
K
J24C''
shampooer
Buckhorn Lake State Part. That company adds.
NICE LAKE front apartment for
excess, boat 3 weeks old. $2050.
carpet, range, refrigerator. is a part.
122C GIRL'S SUMMER and winter rent for, up to four persons. Large lot, outside storage. 317 The funds will be used to pay work and other improvementsFREEZERS-NEW Zs cu. tt. Phone 7534344.
of a The business recovery apEverything furnished including
ehest,$224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft.
foster parents a maximum of including construction
clothes. Size 7 and 9 Junior. row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. & air Irvan. $11,500.00. Phone 753camping area, picnicking pears to have continued to fall
upright ;244.66 delivered, RED MALE Dachshund puppy Phone 753-5394.
day per child.
a
J21C
$5.50
J22C
8175.
courts and a short of earlier expectations
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
14ontgomery Ward,510 Main 753- AKC registered. Call 753-2777
Ryan said,"We use any means facilities, game
J31C1LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive. Phone
cost around and "third-quarter reports, due
will
dormitory
staff
TFC after 4:00p.m.
TFC USED KUSTOM model 200 Amp. 436-5320.
of recruitment to find substitute
J26 parents." He added the parents $1 million.
In early autumn, almost cer753-2632 after 4:00 p.m.
1966
and Gibson model 330 TD guitar.
space;
tainly will fail to sparkle,"
would be selected carefully so the
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Leach's Music & T.V. Dixieland PLENTY TRAILER Highway
quiet living.
NEW YORK (UPI) -NBC Abraham & Co. says. Welldepartment may be sure they are
boat. 25 H.P. McCullough, in Kentucky. No increase in Shopping Center.
J26C beautiful,
WANT TO BUY
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
suitable and will provide a good will start its new season the researched securities should be
electric start motor and trailer, prices. Country Boy Stores, the
to P.O. Box 32-0,
week of Sept. 13-19, premier- accumulated now during perhome for the child.
All good condition. Phone 753- Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles KENMORE WASHER and dryer, No. 3. Write
August'
Kentucky.
Murray,
eight new series in that iods of general price weakness
ing
Ky.
Junction
Hopkinsville,
from
age
in
range
who
J22P
children,
The
cheap. Phone 753-2632 'after 4:00
8881.
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
period as well as introducing with a view toward gains
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
1 pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In from 11 to 18, were selected by
it
the new material of the hold- ,during the first hall of 1972.
Aug300
195 FORD TRACTOR loader with p.m.
!good condition. Phone 7534030 the institutions and the depart- over series.
advises.
Sherman back hoe. Call 753CAR TAPE player, 8 track. D.C.
TF'NC ment's community workers.
after 5:00 p.m.
J22P CLEARANCE SALE; Hat rack power supply. Also aquarium
6402.
S.
FOR
$3.00, Bluebird box $3.50, also completely equipped. Phone 767
WANT TO,BUY; logs and
1963 CHEVROLET, Gravel have dog houses with detachable 4409.
J22
standing timber. Also have for
Dump truck with 12 foot bed. Call floors for easy cleaning. Call 753sale lumber and sawdust
J2ONC
J22P 1712.
Approximately 5300 so ifilurray
7534402.
NOTICE
Saw Mill and Lumber
TF'C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- ft., fire resistant building Co. Phone 753-4147
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
LOST & FOUND
Call after 5:00 p.m.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarA5C
mington,Kentucky.
PHONE 753-7370
LOST-BLACK shaggy poodle, 4
As of this date, July 20, I will
months old, lost in vicinity of N.
not be responsible for any debts LARGE THREE bedroom house; 9th, St. Reward offered. Call 753J22P
other than my own. Lloyd Sills, large living room, kitchen and 6238 or 753-5862.
utility room; living room and one
Route 6 Murray, Kentucky
.122P bedroom are carpeted. Air
Lloyd Sills
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold
conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J22C
near West Main Street. ImSECRET BIDS are now being
portant papers inside. If found
taken for upkeep of Ivy TWO BEDROOM Apartment, please call Pat at 753-9427. TFNC
conditioner
air
bath,
tile
interested
ceramic
Graveyard. Persons
GROWN MALE & FEMALE plus CAGE
contact Billy Wells, Mike Falwell and stove. No pets,
J26C
or Otis Falwell before Saturday, Phone 753-7457.
for nominal price of $40
"•el. •
.
July 24, at 10:00 a.m. at which FURNISHED APARTMENT.
time one of the bidders will be Prefer elderly lady. Close to
J22C
selected for the job.
,
fo
May see at 402'n S. 16th St. after
court square. Inquire at 301 South
4010
6th Street or call 753-3593. J22P
41C.A..
•
.‘••

''•••••
"

'"
"

"'""

.......... •'s •%'`)

RAY'S LOUNGE

1 GROUP SUITS
40% OFF
1 GROUP SUITS

ROUGH SHODS

College & Young at Heart Crowd

REDUCED to '20"
1 GROUP SPORT COATS
30% OFF
1 GROUP SPORT COATS
REDUCED to '10"

317 lrvan

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
25% OFF

ATTENTION
LADIES

FAB-N-TRIM

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
NOW '2.00
Values

Lodge At
Greenbo
Dedicated

LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS
REDUCED 50%

LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS
NOW '2'
1 GROUP STA-PRESS PANTS
REDUCED 50%
1 GROUP DRESS PANTS
REDUCED 40%
- SWIMWEAR REDUCED from 30% to 50%
1 GROUP TIES
REDUCED 50%
1 GROUP TIES
REDUCED 25%

State Seeks
Homes For
Delinquents

Wall Street
Chatter

The College Shop

7-

571
ith
ler
rS

1

WAREHOUSE
RENT

For Sale
AMAZON
PARROTS

5:30 p.m until 8.00 p.m. Couple without
children preferred.

NOTICE
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
p.m.

WANTED TO MDR
ADULT COUPLE wants to rent
reasonable small house or
apartment, furnished or unfurnished, in or near Murray 436.122C
5331 after 5:00.

/widens the fire break as flumes
ENVIRONMENT TROUBLE-A bulldoLei
roar through the forest on Bull Mountain In- N4 thorn Colorado. A thousand men
:ire fighting this 3.400-acre fire , Wyomint4 I, having frore•l liii tiouFilt. to',

,\
a

1
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MOTORWAYS

'72 cars to stress safety-,
few changes expected

The P

(Confused from Page 11
the left front and side and to the
Imperial on the right side.
North 18th Street and the Highway 121 Bypass was the scene of
another collision Saturday between a 1960 Chevrolet two door
owned by Doris Norsworthy of
Mayfield Route One and driven
by Roger Dale McClain of
Mayfield Route Seven, and a 1NII
Oldsmobile two door driven by
Michael A. Rosborough of
Evansville, Ind.
Police said both cars were
going north when McClain
stopped to pull out to the left.
Rosborough said he thought
McClain had started up, and hit
the Chevrolet, according to the
police report.
Damage to the Chevrolet wason the right rear and to the
Oldsmobile on the left front.

Source
In Mu
Callowa

about 15 per cent of all auto sold as soon as they arrive by
sales this year will be imports ship at Long Beach) we guide
and Detroit will end up with them carefully toward a
a Cougar.
It seems like only yesterday some 8.9 million units sold, Montego or
works."
it
Sometimes
of
high
a
from
down
somewhat
Detroit
that the big guns in
But the trend is undeniably
were predicting an end to the 8.8 million sales back in 1965.
the small car.
toward
aren't
"Americans
rising tide of the imports. With
It is generally conceded in
such weapons as the Gremlin, necessarily buying American,"
the $2,000 U. S.
Vega and Pinto, Detroit says Chevrolet dealer Bill Detroit that
thing of the past
a
be
well
auto
buying
are
they
"but
Weston,
reasoned that Americans who
standards
federal
when
1976
by
wanted small cars would buy
The small cars — ranging in will cause the price of all cars
American if they had the
size from the minuscule Honda to rise dramatically. And many
chance.
privately that
Auto sales so far this year sedan on up to the com- officials admit
initiation of
the
is
there
unless
Plymouth
large
paratively
fact,
in
good
have been good,so
quota
import
an
of
form
some
off
fast
are
—
moving
Valiant
that there is a possibility that
S. auto makers may
they might just top the magic the showroom floor, while the system. U.
themselves to
10 million wilt mark for the intermediates and standard have to resign
increased competition and a
cars stand still.
first time.
"At a time when everybody is smaller slice of the automotive
Where are the sales coming
about their jobs, pie.
worrying
from? The answer is simple:
Meanwhile, the foreign auto
small cars, foreign and rising taxes and the general
fighting
domestic. It is estimated that economy, a car with a $4,000 makers are furiously
sticker price isn't going to draw for a larger share of the
large crowds. Most of my market. Their plan of attack is
request. Principals in the historic "freecustomers admit they need a so successful in some areas
THE smnit is over, but the memory lingers on after committee's
CARBONDALE, 111., July 19—
press" battle were Vice President Spiro
the
of
new car, but they say they don't that they are even drawing
dom
resoa
Committee
the House in effect killed Commerce
President Dr. Frank Stanton (right);
From The
CBS
need an expensive new car. So, dealers who once handled U. S. Ro Gardner, former publisher
Agnew:
lution calling for a contempt citation against the Coof the Hickman, Ky., Courier,
Staggers (left) D-W. Va., and Rep. F.
they buy a Vega coupe instead models.
0.
Harley
Rep.
"The
its
documentary,
for
System
Broadcasting
lumbia
Sunday night was awarded the
*
*
*
of the Camaro they might have
D-La., a member of the House Armed
Hebert,
Edward
memin
time
first
the
was
It
Pentagon."
the
of
Selling
Lovejoy Award
Q. I normally hang on to my annual Elijah P.
who also was riled by the program.
bought last year," says
Committee
Services
a
with
along
go
to
ory that the House had refused
in journalism.
automobiles for at least five for courage
Weston.
International
at
was
made
Press
presentation
The
United
By
The domestic mini-cars are years. In a recent Motorways
WASHINGTON—Sen. John L.
session of the International
selling well. The Vega, off to a column you discussed a survey a
Senate
of Weekly NewsConference
McClellan, D-Ark., in
in
outfit
first introduced undertaken by some
The award came
Editors.
paper
debate on the. controversial bad start when
General Motors Detroit that claims that car from the Southern Illinois UniSubversive Activities Control because of the
soar
to
going
really
are
prices
strike, is now gathering steam
Board:
Will I versity Saco( of Journalism.
the battle with the No. 1 in the next few years.
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